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I am honored to have had the access and opportunity to study the work and life of Daphne Odjig, 
Alex Janvier, Norval Morrisseau, Joseph Sanchez, Bonnie Devine, and a number of other artists 
and curators that have contributed to the discourse of contemporary Indigenous art. 
 
Note on nomenclature:  
Language inherited from colonialism forces us to think carefully how we use the terminologies 
of “Indigenous” and “Native”. Especially as a non-Indigenous scholar, I am aware of the issues 
and dilemmas attached to using such terms. I respect every person’s right to refer to themselves 
and/or their community however they wish, and their right to oppose those outside their culture 
from using specific terms. Throughout this paper, I use specific tribal affiliations with respect to 
individuals, and “Indigenous” when referring generally to the descendants of the original 
inhabitants of the land. 
 
Aboriginal is a term used by some Indigenous and non-Indigenous authors and is the overarching 
identifier for the three Indigenous peoples of Canada (First Nations or “Indian,” Inuit and Métis), 
according to the Canadian Constitution Act of 1982. The term “Aboriginal” with its Latin prefix 
AB, means “not,” therefore “not original '' to the land. It has an anthropological implication, and 
I will not use it in this paper.  
 
Readers who are unfamiliar with the differences in the Indigenous communities in Canada, and 
their identifying terms indicating separate cultural and political histories, will find some 
explanations in this thesis but must also understand that this is a highly complex issue. The 
Indian Act (1876) is an example of the difference in treatment between First Nations, Métis, and 
Inuit people. The Act initially targeted First Nations (or “Indian”) people specifically, preventing 
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them from freely practicing their religion, and forcing them to self-assign Indian “status” or 
“non-status” in order to be recognized by the government. The term First Nations has been 
intensely criticized as a government-assigned identity, tied to the Indian Act. Daphne Odjig, the 
central focus on my thesis, was at one point declared a “status” First Nations woman and was 
directly impacted by the tenets of the Indian Act. Therefore, I will only use the term First 
Nations when referring to the specific discrimination faced by Odjig and her community. 
 
The literature has used the following terminologies, with variations in capitalizations and 
spelling when discussing Daphne Odjig: Anishnabe, Odawa, Potawatomi, Indian, Indigenous, 
Aboriginal, First Nations, and Native. Odjig is descended from Black Hawk Partridge, and her 
father was a member of the Potawatomi tribe. In interviews and statements, the artist refers to 
herself as Potawatomi and/or Indian. Anishnabe nations include the Cree, Ojibwa, Odawa, 
Potawatomi, Algonquin, Saulteaux, Miq’ma and many others. Anishnabe means “original 
people”. There are different spellings for Anishnabe, including Anishinaabe and Anishinabe. The 
plural form is seen as Anishnabec, Anishinabek, and Anishinaabeg. The catalogue of Odjig’s last 
major retrospective exhibition, “The Drawings and Paintings of Daphne Odjig,” by Bonnie 
Devine and Robert Houle, use the spelling Anishnabe (with Houle not capitalizing) to describe 
Odjig. This spelling is also used in A Paintbrush In My Hand, a sort of autobiography written in 
close collaboration with Rosamond Vanderburgh and Mary E. (Beth) Southcott. For these 
reasons, I have decided to use this spelling in my thesis, unless the person I am referring to spells 




Finally, I have kept the language of any quotations and titles used throughout the thesis for the 
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She is a bridge to understanding what it means to be Canadian.1
 - Bonnie Devine on Daphne Odjig 
The nearly 100-year life span of self-taught Anishnabe artist Daphne Odjig (1919-2016) 
who was active in Canada from 1964 until her passing, encompasses incredible periods of 
change for not only contemporary Indigenous visual arts, but also for Indigenous civil rights and 
culture as a whole. This thesis aims to provide an examination of Odjig’s work and life in order 
to situate her at the crux of the contemporary Indigenous art movement in Canada. From her 
childhood spent on the Wikwemikong Unceded Indian Reserve on Manitoulin Island, Ontario 
where she was born to a Potawatomi father and English mother and lived until 1938, to her 
experiences off the Reserve, starting in Toronto in early adulthood, the first three decades of 
Odjig’s life were spent controlled by the oppressive tenets of the Indian Act that sought to erase 
Indigenous religion and culture.2 Her involvement in the artist collective Professional Native 
 
1 Lara Bradley, “Finally, Odjig’s Work Recognized,” The Sudbury Star, Thursday, September 
20, 2007. Binder 1967/1985, donated by Winnifred Christian. National Gallery of Canada 
Archives. 
 
2 “Indian Act,” First Nations Studies Program, The University of British Columbia, 2009. 
https://indigenousfoundations.arts.ubc.ca/the_indian_act/. 
Enacted in Canada in 1876, the Indian Act gave the Canadian government the power to decide an 
Indigenous person's identity in order to control them through a number of abusive measures. 
While the Act has gone through numerous revisions, its original goal was to erase all Indigenous 
cultures through forced assimilation. Enforced until 1951, the Potlatch Law was one of its most 
well-known oppressive components, which banned dancing and other religious expressions 
related to the Potlatch, customary practices for First Nations people of the West. In the 1920s, 
when First Nations people attempted to fight against the oppressive legislation, Section 141 was 
added, which prevented First Nations from hiring legal counsel. The Act also determines the 
rights that “status” First Nations people have in living on reserve land, and to this day legally 
distinguishes Indigenous people from the rest of the population. Indigenous people never stopped 




Indian Artists Inc. (PNIAI) in the 1970s greatly contributed to the visibility of contemporary 
Indigenous art in Canada. The artist was prolific in the making of her drawings, paintings, prints, 
collages, and murals, which ranged in theme from autobiographical to depictions of Indigenous 
legends and spiritual figures to the natural landscape and were characterized by her consistent 
use of continuous and interconnecting curvilinear lines. 
Her early exhibition history in the 1960s and 70s in mainly Indigenous-focused cultural 
centers and public and private galleries coincided with great political change and upheaval in 
Canada, and with Indigenous people across the country creating social movements and staging 
political actions to reclaim cultural autonomy. Odjig’s exhibition history reflects the changing 
attitudes and actions of museums, art historical discipline, and the commercial art world between 
the 1960s and 2000s. 3 In the 2000s, during the last years of her life, a number of prominent 
museum exhibitions devoted to her work, which were accompanied by substantial catalogues, 
attempted to correct previous mindsets about the value of contemporary Indigenous art and to 
enrich the general Canadian public’s knowledge of Indigenous art and culture.  
Odjig’s artwork is tied to a Canadian identity taking shape during her career that no 
longer excluded Indigenous culture and people. Anishnabe artist and curator Bonnie Devine, 
who curated Odjig's most recent major retrospective, states: “[Odjig] is a bridge to understanding 
what it means to be Canadian.”4 The lingering English colonial influence on Canada left the 
 
3 A complete list of her exhibitions is included as an Appendix. Odjig’s work has been primarily 
exhibited and collected by public institutions and private collectors in Canada during her life and 
after her death. All of the public collections that hold Odjig’s work are in Canada with the 
exception of one collection in Israel, commissioned by the Israeli government. Her international 
exposure is limited to one solo show and few group shows in the United States, a solo show in 
Yugoslavia, and one group show in each of the following countries: Japan, Israel, France, 
Belgium, and England.  
4 Bradley, “Finally, Odjig’s Work Recognized,”  
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nation in an identity crisis, as it did not have the full freedoms of other English Commonwealth 
countries until the Statute of Westminster in 1931,5 and only reached full sovereignty with the 
Constitution Act of 1982.6 In the face of the nation’s identity crisis, Indigenous peoples' 
creations made Canada's art unique.7 In Métis artist and curator Bob Boyer’s essay “Daphne 
Odjig: A Lifetime of Changing Images,” he states that Odjig’s work, and that of her 
contemporary Norval Morrisseau, another leading Anishnabe artist, was “truly Canadian in 
origin,” as they looked inward to their communities for meaning and stylistic techniques.8 This 
distinguished them from the popular Canadian Group of Seven (1920-1931), a group of white 
male artists who employed Eurocentric styles of painting that were valued by the mainstream.9 
Today Odjig is often listed as a major Canadian artist and literature about her work highlights her 
contribution to creating a unique Canadian identity.10 Despite these accomplishments, 
 
5 “Statute of Westminster 1931 Document,” The Canadian Encyclopedia, 2013. 
https://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/statute-of-westminster-1931-document 
6 “Constitution Act 1982 Document,” The Canadian Encyclopedia, 2013. 
https://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/constitution-act-1982-document 
7 In Ian Mclean’s introduction for “Double Desire: Transculturation and Indigenous 
Contemporary Art,” he makes the claim that Indigenous contemporary art has made a “strong 
impression...only in a few tributary artworlds - Australia, Canada and New Zealand.” Whether or 
not one agrees with his claim or understands the variables that contribute to his "strong 
impression," his consideration of Canada as especially significant in this history is noteworthy.  
8 Bob Boyer, “Daphne Odjig: A Lifetime of Changing Images,” in Odjig: The Art of Daphne 
Odjig 1960-2000, (Toronto: Key Porter Books, 2001), 12. 
9 Ibid. 
10 “Artist Profile,” Odjig Arts, http://odjig.com/profile.html. 
Odjig was the recipient of many Canadian awards and honors, including the Governor General’s 
Laureate in Visual and Media Arts in 2007 and in 1989 was an elected member of the Royal 
Canadian Academy of Art (R.C.A.). 
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mainstream institutions continue to prioritize white artists, misunderstand and deliberately 
exclude Odjig and other Indigenous artists. 
 The desire for an authentic Canadian identity in the late 1960s coincided with a growing 
public acceptance of the so-called “Woodland'' art, a contemporary style of painting associated 
with Anishnabe artists.11 Woodland paintings and drawings are described as featuring heavily 
outlined figures inspired from “shamanic art forms” from ancient “birchbark scrolls” and “rock 
paintings.”12 According to scholar Mary E. (Beth) Southcott, “the land where these people live is 
heavily forested, and for this reason Woodland has been applied to both their culture area and to 
their art.”13 Consequently, Woodland is often used to categorize Odjig and other Anishnabe 
painters from Manitoulin Island. Norval Morrisseau is credited with the origin and development 
of this style in the 1960s.14 (Fig. 1) There was a glaring absence of Indigenous contemporary art 
in fine art galleries in Canada until 1962, the year of Morrisseau’s solo show at the Pollock 
Gallery in Toronto. Morrisseau became an “overnight sensation” and the show is fittingly 
referred to as a major turning point in Indigenous art history in Canada as the first exhibit of 
 
11 Alan J Ryan, “Reviews: Other Media: Norval Morrisseau and the Emergence of the Image 
Makers, Art Gallery of Ontario, Toronto,” ed. David T. McNab, The Canadian Journal of Native 
Studies 4, No. 1, (1984).; Mary E. (Beth) Southcott, The Sound of the Drum: The Sacred Art of 
the Anishnabec, 2nd printing, (Ontario: Boston Mills Press, Spring 1985), 11. As Southcott 
describes in The Sound of the Drum, “Four proper nouns have been applied to contemporary 
Anishnabe art...There are Woodland, Algonquin, Ojibwe and Anishnabe.” 
12 Theresa S. Smith, Blake Debassige, Shirley Cheechoo, James Simon Mishibinijima, and 
Leland Bell, "Beyond the Woodlands: Four Manitoulin Painters Speak Their Minds," American 
Indian Quarterly 18, no. 1, (Winter 1994): 1. 
13 Ibid. 
14 Greg A. Hill, “Norval Morrisseau - Shaman Artist,” in Norval Morrisseau: Shaman Artist, 




Indigenous art in a contemporary art gallery in the country.15 The exhibition introduced the wider 
public to the Woodlands style and launched Morrisseau as the figurehead for First Nations art.  
Odjig’s contemporary output is much more diverse than the term Woodlands suggested. 
Indeed, range of styles, textures, and media in which she worked throughout her lifetime, exceed 
this label. She has not, to the author’s knowledge, ever affiliated herself with the Woodlands 
school, even though she has been credited by some scholars and journalists as one of its 
founders. Odjig’s legend paintings made in the late 1960s and early 1970s are described by 
scholars Vanderburgh and Southcott as having many characteristics close to the Woodlands 
style, such as “determination lines”, X-ray technique, a flattened picture plane with “flat areas of 
opaque color.”16 (Fig. 2) Despite these similarities, it is not accurate to categorize Odjig’s 
complete oeuvre as Woodlands, as her works diverged in style and content, with many taking on 
personal, autobiographical themes. Among these were works with highly charged and textured 
backgrounds and all-over twisting rounded forms within which emerge recognizable elements 
and figures. An example is the acrylic on canvas From Mother Earth Flows the River of Life 
(1973) (Fig. 3). Ridges and other instances of paint buildup occur in circular motions across the 
canvas, perpetuating the swirling movement surrounding the depiction of a one-eyed Mother 
Earth. This texture and the multi layers of paint seen through lines of removal revealing color 
 
15 Alfred Young Man, “Bob Boyer and the Society of Canadian Artists of Native Ancestry 
(SCANA),” in Bob Boyer: His Life's Work (Regina: MacKenzie Art Gallery, 2008), 168. 
16 Rosamond M. Vanderburgh, Daphne Odjig, and Beth Southcott, A Paintbrush In My Hand: 
Daphne Odjig (Toronto: Natural Heritage/Natural History, 1992), 59. 
Woodlands Style described in A Paintbrush In My Hand: “...may be characterized as having a 
strong formline of an even width, used to outline people, birds, fish, animals, and mythological 
creatures. The shapes formed are organic and float on a one-colour field with little relation to the 
frame. Outside the formline, tufts of hair, fur, feather, or fins provide the necessary clues to the 
identity of the creature. Inside it, additional divisions suggest internal organs, scenes, or abstract 
decoration in an X-ray technique. Alternatively, ovoid shapes of cloisonnism are filled with flat 
areas of opaque colour.”; See Southcott, The Sound of the Drum for a more extensive analysis. 
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beneath are a striking contrast to the smooth, flat, pure hues seen in other works. Devine regards  
From Mother Earth Flows the River of Life and Odjig’s collage Thunderbird Woman (1971) 
(Fig. 4)  as two specific examples of Odjig’s work that are “far removed from the Woodland 
School painters at the time.”17 This is despite the fact that her depiction of womankind in these 
two paintings is in reference to “an ancient iteration of the Anishnabe female glyph.”18 Ancient 
petroglyphs, or rock paintings, are one of the sources of inspiration for so-called Woodlands 
artists.  
The figure of the thunderbird woman, however, is a personal one, which makes it more 
difficult to group Odjig into the Woodlands. In 1978 Odjig stated:  
I guess you could say I identify with the Thunderbird woman, being a woman myself. I 
conceive of the thunderbird as a spirit of protection and guardianship. I place 
thunderbirds in some of my paintings to symbolically suggest the role of the guardian 
spirit.19  
 
Not every Anishnabe artist has the same interpretations for legends, and in the contemporary, 
post-colonial world, they take on new complex meanings. An excellent essay regarding the 
complexities of Woodlands was written in 1994 by a scholar of Native North American 
religions, Theresa S. Smith, and co-authored with four Anishnabe artists from Manitoulin 
 
17 Bonnie Devine, “From Resistance to Renewal,” in The Drawings and Paintings of Daphne 
Odjig: A Retrospective Exhibition (Ottawa: National Gallery of Canada, 2007), 26. 
18 Ibid. 
19 Bob Boyer and Carol Podedworny, Odjig: The Art of Daphne Odjig, 1960-2000 (Toronto, 
Ontario: Key Porter Books, 2001), 58. 
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Island.20 "Beyond the Woodlands: Four Manitoulin Painters Speak Their Minds” features artists’ 
opinions on the use of the term; Blake Debassige denounces Woodlands as rooted in 
misunderstanding formed from a Eurocentric point of view. Debassige states: “I think the 
Woodland school was just an easy way to stereotype a group of painters who were all 
Algonquin. It’s very limiting because it doesn’t recognize the individual…”21 When elements of 
Odjig’s and her peers’ works are personal, linked to their complex, intersecting identities, to 
categorize them within a single label does not do them justice. Furthermore, Odjig consistently 
uses the shape of the circle as a personal symbol, as “composition, element, and motif,” and does 
not tie it to any specific group meaning.22  
Southcott’s 1985 book The Sound of the Drum: The Sacred Art of the Anishnabec, 
addresses the diversity of Woodlands, which she primarily calls Anishnabe art, and breaks the 
school up into four groups.23 Southcott’s analysis of Anishnabe art is based mainly on the 
geography of the artists and the influence of ancient petroglyphs. She places Odjig within a 
group she describes as influenced by Anishnabe style “in varying degrees” and labels the 
“Variationists.”24 The looser term Variationist allows for more freedom within the categorization 
 
20 Smith, Debassige, Cheechoo, Mishibinijima, and Bell, "Beyond the Woodlands: Four 
Manitoulin Painters Speak Their Minds," American Indian Quarterly 18, no. 1, (Winter 1994): 1-
24. 
21 "Beyond the Woodlands: Four Manitoulin Painters Speak Their Minds," 4. 
22 Vanderburgh, Odjig, and Southcott, A Paintbrush in my Hand, 61. 
23 Southcott, The Sound of the Drum: The Sacred Art of the Anishnabec, 7.  
Southcott’s categorization is described as: “the Pioneers, those who follow the Northwestern 
Ontario style, the Variationists, and the artists from Manitoulin Island. In establishing these four 
categories, she has used a variety of criteria: style, history, and geography.” 
24 Ibid., 159. 
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of Woodlands. Variationist, however, has not caught on and the broader Woodlands term is seen 
often.  
There are differing views in regard to the term Woodlands when describing Odjig’s work. 
Artist and curator Joseph Sanchez, who was a close personal friend and colleague of Odjig’s, 
does not consider her to be a Woodlands painter.25 As described by Michelle LaVallee in the 
exhibition catalogue, 7: Professional Native Indian Artists Inc., Woodland art is used as a 
“blanket term for art with easily identifiable ‘Indian’ style or content.”26 In his essay “Daphne 
Odjig: A Lifetime of Changing Images,” Boyer addresses the controversy of the term in regards 
to Odjig, stating that her use of earth tones and “Womanhood” distinguish her from the rest of 
the Woodlands painters.27 In a 1978 article, Anishnabe artist, curator, and critic Robert Houle 
connects Odjig’s use of formline to Morrisseau’s influence, situating her close to Woodlands 
categorization, but also notes her integration of cubism inspired by Picasso, and the “organic and 
unstructured lines of surrealism” introduced by Sanchez.28  
 
25 Joseph Sanchez, “The Native Group of Seven A.K.A, Professional Native Indian Artists Inc,” 
in 7: Professional Native Indian Artists Inc., ed. Michelle LaVallee, (Regina, Saskatchewan: 
MacKenzie Art Gallery, 2014), 189.  
Sanchez notes the insufficiencies of the term as an identifier of the body of work produced by 
Morrisseau, Ray, Cobiness, and Beardy. He then states that it does not represent his own work, 
Odjig’s, or Janvier’s. 
26 Michelle LaVallee, “7: Professional Native Indian Artists Inc.,” in 7: Professional Native 
Indian Artists Inc., 63. 
27 Bob Boyer, “Daphne Odjig: A Lifetime of Changing Images,” 12.  
The other essay in the same book, “Daphne Odjig: Making History,” written by Carol 
Podedworny, characterizes Odjig as New Woodlands, without acknowledging the disputed 
nature of the term.  
28  Robert Houle, “Odjig: An Artist’s Transition,” The Native Perspective 3, No. 2, (1978): 44. 
DOC/CA 2 Book 2 (1971-2001). National Gallery of Canada Archives. 
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In their essay "If It's Not Shamanic, Is It Sham? An Examination of Media Responses to 
Woodland School Art," anthropologist Valda Blundell and art historian Ruth Phillips consider 
Odjig to be a Woodlands painter, but focus their discussion on how the media has distorted what 
it means to be a Woodlands artist.29 Blundell and Phillips consider the Woodland School of Art 
to be a legitimate, noteworthy art movement in Canada that has not been investigated or 
considered for all of its complexity, and has been disregarded as primitive and simplistic. They 
describe the media’s response to this work “has, at best, been one of enthusiastic 
misunderstanding.”30 
In addition to the inadequacy of labels like Woodlands, critics have also been wary of 
tendencies to assess Odjig’s and other native artists’ work by evaluating it within a Eurocentric 
art history. In her essay “‘Winnipeg, Where it all Began’ - Rhetorical and Visual Sovereignty 
and the Formation of the Professional Native Indian Artists Inc.,” art historian, professor and 
curator Cathy Mattes writes about the need to consider Indigenous contemporary art on its own 
terms, and the danger of using a Western art historical canon to evaluate it. She develops her 
argument by quoting Steve Loft, a Mohawk curator and art theorist. Loft says: 
As we develop a new language of art history that is located in Indigenous 
cultures, we must ‘create’ a radical space devoted to creative cultural expression 
that responds to, engages with, an Indigenous cultural sovereignty...It is in this 
way that we create self-defining narratives of art and culture that promote 
inclusion and complementary discourse respecting unique cultural imperatives 
and dynamic communities. This is not an oppositional stance, a victim stance or 
an identity stance. This is the process of nation building.31 
 
29 Valda Blundell and Ruth Phillips, "If It's Not Shamanic, Is It Sham? An Examination of Media 
Responses to Woodland School Art," Anthropologica 25, no. 1. (1983): 117-32. 
30 Ibid., 118. 
31 Steve Loft, “It’s not open heart surgery… so… here we go…,” Urban Shaman: Retrospective 





Loft defends the need for sovereignty; in order for the Indigenous point of view to be expressed 
and presented in its full complexity, there must be an environment in which it can exist for itself 
and not within an opposing culture seeking to define it. Much of the discourse on Odjig's art 
focuses on her identity as an Indigenous woman and how that fits into or opposes the established 
Westernized framework. Loft acknowledges that the “radical space” he speaks of does not quite 
exist yet. From this quote, the reader understands the effort it will take to expand and correct our 
language of art history in regard to Indigenous cultures.32 
Indigenous artists of the 20th Century have historically been viewed through an 
ethnographic lens. Historians and artists have looked down upon them stylistically, and have not 
considered them within the art historical parameters of the avant-garde, modern, or 
postmodern.33 In Rushing’s book Native American Art and the New York Avant-Garde, the 
author exposes how the avant-garde movement in New York between 1910 and 1950 was largely 
based on white artists’ study of “Native American” art and culture, a previously understudied 
fact.34 Rushing describes how Euro-American knowledge of these cultures was based on an 
“etic” (outside) perspective and motivated by self-interest. This created an abstracted figure of 
 
Rhetorical and Visual Sovereignty and the Formation of the Professional Native Indian Artists 
Inc.,” by Cathy Mattes in 7: Professional Native Indian Artists Inc., 222.  
32 The third chapter of this thesis discusses the common comparison of Odjig’s The Indian in 
Transition to Picasso’s Guernica as a prime example of how Odjig’s painting has been 
historicized within the Western canon when it needs its own space as Indigenous art.  
33 Craig S. Womack, Red on Red: Native American Literary Separatism, (Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, 1999). This is not limited to the visual arts, but is of course in all 
aspects of Indigenous culture, especially literature, as discussed at length in Womack’s book Red 
on Red: Native American Literary Separatism. 
 
34 W. Jackson Rushing, Native American Art and the New York Avant-Garde: A History of 
Cultural Primitivism, 1st ed, (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1995), xi. 
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“The Indian” that existed in non-Native minds as not only homogeneous, but based “mostly on 
preexisting ideas, themes and motifs in Western culture.”35 The invention of “The Indian” by 
Euro-Americans has continued to have detrimental consequences on how contemporary 
Indigenous art and culture is written about and exhibited.  
Definitions of modernism and postmodernism have been debated at length, particularly in 
relation to non-Western cultures, as these are Eurocentric terms embedded in the violent history 
of colonialism. In her essay “What More Do They Want?” for the 1992 exhibition 
“INDIGENA,” Métis and Cree film director Loretta Todd discusses the complications of terms 
like modernism and postmodernism in relation to “First Nation’s cultural production.”36 Todd 
states: “The term ‘modern’ comes from the Latin modernus, applied to separate the present from 
the time of the Ancients.”37 If something is too close to tradition, it cannot be modern and is 
therefore primitive. This unfamiliarity with other cultures leads to misunderstanding, incorrect 
assumptions, and a blindness towards complicated artwork. Todd goes on to write:  
Historically, modernism devalued our cultural complexities. Its agenda was 
clearly in accord with its Eurocentric origins…. Modernism has its origins in a 
culture based on exclusion and hierarchy. Its emphasis on reason and rationality 
gave rise to technological developments and scientific theories, including 
anthropology. At the same time that modernism came into being, colonialism was 
intensifying.38 
The framework for discussing modern and contemporary art in North America is inherently tied 
to colonialism and does not make space for work created within a non-Western culture. 
 
35 Rushing, Native American Art and the New York Avant-Garde: A History of Cultural 
Primitivism, 1. 
36 Loretta Todd, “What More Do They Want?” in Indigena: Contemporary Native Perspectives 
in Canadian Art (Tortola, BVI: Craftsman House: 1992), 73.  
37 Ibid., 73. 
38 Todd, “What More Do They Want?” 73. 
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In the mid-twentieth century, Indigenous artists in North America came together with 
goals that superseded their own individual needs and sought to question mainstream definitions 
of their art. One of the most significant groups was the Professional Native Indian Artists Inc., or 
the PNIAI, of which Odjig was a leading member.39 Organized in 1972, the artist collective was 
formed by seven Indigenous artists born and living in Canada: Jackson Beardy (Cree, 1944-
1984), Eddy Cobiness (Ojibway, 1933-1996), Alex Janvier (Denesuline, 1935- ), Norval 
Morrisseau (Ojibway, 1932 or 31-2007), Odjig, Carl Ray (Cree, 1943-1978), and Joseph 
Sanchez (Pueblo/Spanish/German, 1948- ) (the only non-Canadian member, Sanchez was born 
in Colorado and moved to Canada in 1970 after serving in the US Marine Corps).40 In a 2014 
essay published in 7: Professional Native Indian Artists Inc., Sanchez describes the problematic 
status of Indigenous artists in Canada vis-à-vis a non-Native art scene. Indigenous artists, he 
explained, were dealing with, “...an art world that largely viewed Native arts as specimens in the 
curio cabinets of anthropology museums.”41 In order to move forward, it was necessary for this 
group of artists, at different stages in their careers and from separate backgrounds, to work 
together to push for the space they deserved in major art institutions and galleries. 
In the two decades prior to the PNIAI’s establishment in 1972, Indigenous people of 
Canada politically experienced many ups and downs. In 1951 the restriction on religious 
freedom, notably the Potlatch Law, which forbade powwows, had been lifted, though it would be 
 
39 Based on my research, no group existed in the United States at the time that made as large an 
impact there as the PNIAI did in Canada, though that could be due to the fact that Canada has a 
higher percentage of Indigenous people than the US.  
40 Joseph Sanchez, email message to author, March 30, 2020. 
41 Sanchez, “The Native Group of Seven A.K.A. Professional Native Indian Artists Inc.,” in 7: 
Professional Native Indian Artists Inc., 188. 
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nearly a decade before people designated as “First Nations” by the Indian Act (1876) gained the 
right to vote in Canada.42 In 1969, the White Paper was proposed by the federal government - an 
act that would abolish the Indian Act - resulting in total assimilation of Indigenous people’s legal 
status, thereby erasing their distinction from the rest of the population. Though allegedly well-
intentioned, it caused major tension and outcry, as it was a form of erasure in terms of any 
responsibility and protection owed to the Indigenous population by the government. It did, 
however, as Vivian Gray states in her essay “The New Group of Seven: A Reaction to the State 
of Indian Art in Canada in the Sixties and Seventies,” raise the consciousness of Canadians to the 
continued struggle of First Nations people.43 Despite some laws edging towards equality, 
specifically the abolishment of the Potlatch Law, prejudice and discrimination were still present 
in everyday life and significant cultural loss had already occurred. 
As described by Lee-Ann Martin in “Early Adventures in the Mainstream: Alex Janvier, 
Norval Morrisseau, and Daphne Odjig 1962-1975,” fine art galleries in Canada during that time 
mainly exhibited abstract expressionists and the popular Canadian landscape paintings, a genre 
first established by the Group of Seven.44 These paintings fit within the “prevailing Euro-
Canadian aesthetic framework,” all of which starkly contrasted with the style and subject matter 
 
42 John F. Leslie, “Indigenous Suffrage,” The Canadian Encyclopedia, 2016. 
https://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/indigenous-suffrage. 
1960 marked the year that people designated with First Nations “status” through the Indian Act 
gained the right to vote in federal elections. Inuit people gained the right to vote in federal 
elections in 1950. 
43 Viviane Gray, “The New Group of Seven: A Reaction to the State of Indian Art in Canada in 
the Sixties and Seventies,” in 7: Professional Native Indian Artists, Inc., 236. 
44  Lee-Ann Martin, “Early Adventures in the Mainstream: Alex Janvier, Norval Morrisseau, and 
Daphne Odjig 1962-1975,” in 7: Professional Native Indian Artists Inc., 212. 
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of Morrisseau’s work, which featured thickly outlined legend figures on a flat picture plane, and 
the so-called X-ray technique of mapping what lies beneath the skin of figures.45  
State-sponsored venues began to exhibit Indigenous art in Canada, notably at the Indian 
Pavilion at Expo 67 in Montreal. Described by curator and artist Gerald McMaster as, “The most 
significant cultural event in the late 1960s for many Native peoples,” Expo 67 took place five 
years after Morrisseau's successful solo show at the Pollock Gallery.46 The Indian Pavilion at 
Expo 67 provided international visibility for Indigenous artists of Canada for the first time. The 
artist Robert Davidson, who is from the Pacific Northwest of Canada and known for his totem-
pole carvings, was among those included in this exhibition. The show of Indigenous artists at the 
Expo motivated government initiatives to invest in Native cultural centers in the early 1970s, 
including a center on Manitoulin Island.47  
Odjig was not able to participate in the Indian Pavilion of Expo 67 due to a component of 
the Indian Act which mandated that female Indigenous people would be stripped of their tribal 
status if married to a non-Indigenous person. Odjig consequently lost her status when she 
married her second husband, Chester Beaven. This was not amended until 1985 with Bill C-31 
that addressed the gender inequality tenants in the Act.48 Unfortunately, there continue to be 
 
45 Martin, “Early Adventures in the Mainstream: Alex Janvier, Norval Morrisseau, and Daphne 
Odjig 1962-1975,” 212. 
46  Gerald McMaster, “Contributions to Canadian Art by Aboriginal Contemporary Artists,” in 
Hidden in Plain Sight: Contributions of Aboriginal Peoples to Canadian Identity and Culture, 
eds. David Newhouse, Cora Jane Voyageur, and Daniel J. K. Beavon, (University of Toronto 
Press: 2011), 147. 
47 Bob Boyer, “Daphne Odjig: A Lifetime of Changing Images,” 10-11. 




legal obstacles today for First Nations women who have had children with non-status men to 
pass their status onto their descendants, who are then ineligible to register as Indigenous.49 The 
history of the Indigenous people in Canada is similar to that of Indigenous people in the United 
States in terms of the federal government enforcing oppressive, violent policies with the overall 
goal of assimilation and total control. It is impossible to summarize here, but for more detailed 
accounts, I point the reader to two books in the footnotes that recount the history of these 
repressive policies and their effects on Native peoples.50  
Both the United States and Canadian governments directly intervened in the production 
of Indigenous peoples’ art. Joyce M. Szabo, in her discussion of government approval in “Native 
American Art History: Questions of the Canon,” points out that “the federal governments of both 
the United States and Canada have had a long and continuing impact on the creation and 
marketing of Native arts.”51 According to Szabo, both governments began to encourage 
Indigenous people to produce art in the 1930s “as an avenue to greater self-sufficiency,” 
however, they only supported the romanticized, patronizing idea of “Indian” art they 
envisioned.52 The United States has historically promoted Southwestern Native art, favoring this 
region over others. In the Southwest, Indigenous artists were trained at the well-known Studio 
 
49 Colin Perkel, “Gender discrimination persists in Canada's Indian Act, UN committee rules,” 
Janurary 17, 2019, National Post. https://nationalpost.com/pmn/news-pmn/canada-news-
pmn/gender-discrimination-persists-in-canadas-indian-act-un-committee-rules. 
50 The Inconvenient Indian: A Curious Account of Native People in North America by Thomas 
King and An Indigenous Peoples’ History of the United States by Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz. 
51 Joyce M. Szabo, “Native American Art History: Questions of the Canon,” in Essays on Native 
Modernism: Complexity and Contradiction in American Indian Art (Washington, D.C.: National 
Museum of the American Indian, Smithsonian Institution, 2006), 80.  
52 Szabo, “Native American Art History: Questions of the Canon,” 80. 
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School in Santa Fe, established in 1932, where they were taught to avoid perspective and keep 
the compositions of their paintings flat.53 Described as “Studio Style” the output of work from 
the Santa Fe school became the new, accepted tradition.54 This history is explored in America 
Meredith’s (Cherokee Nation) painting, Bambi Makes Some Extra Bucks Modeling at the Studio 
(2002), (Fig. 5) which features a two-dimensional blue deer modeling for Indigenous students, 
under the instruction of Dorothy Dunn, a teacher at the Santa Fe school. Meredith makes a 
commentary on the constraints of the style taught at the school by teachers like Dunn, as well as 
the cultural significance of the blue deer seen in many works made by Indigenous artists that 
went overlooked and dismissed as “Bambi Art.”55 The insistence on the flat, “Studio Style” was 
diminished when The Institute of American Indian Arts replaced the Studio School in Santa Fe 
in 1962, with Indigenous artists such as Lloyd Kiva New and Fritz Scholder who expanded and 
strengthened the curriculum to value experimentation.56 In general, there was more of an 
 
53 Janet Catherine Berlo and Ruth B. Phillips, Native North American Art, 2nd ed. (Oxford and 
New York: Oxford University Press, 2015), 268.  
54  This is discussed further as part of the art historical development of George Morrison and 
Allan Houser in Essays on Native Modernism: Complexity and Contradiction in American 
Indian Art, a collection of essays published on the occasion of the “Native Modernism: Morrison 
and Houser” at the National Museum of the American Indian in 2004. 
55 American Meredith, “Over the Wall,” New Mexico Magazine, January 2014. 
https://www.newmexico.org/nmmagazine/articles/post/over-the-wall-84478/  
Bambi Makes Some Extra Bucks Modeling at the Studio (2002) was most recently included in the 
2019-2020 “Hearts of Our People: Native Women Artists” exhibition. For further discussion on 
the historical references and the painting’s reception, see America Meredith’s article “Over the 
Wall” published in New Mexico Magazine. 
 
56 Mindy N Besaw, Candice Hopkins, and Manuela Well-Off-Man, Art for a New 
Understanding: Native Voices, 1950s to Now, 1 ed. (Fayetteville: University of Arkansas Press, 
2018), 8-9. 
The introduction to this book published on the occasion of the exhibition Art for a New 
Understanding: Native Voices, 1950s to Now at the Crystal Bridges Museum of Art in 




institutional push in the form of schools in the United States for Indigenous art than in Canada. 
Nonetheless, the PNIAI was formed in Canada and it is in this country that the contemporary 
output of Indigenous art is arguably one of its strongest movements.57 
 Though Canadian Indigenous art enjoyed commercial interest and success in the late 
1970s, contemporary Indigenous artists still lacked scholarly review and non-anthropological or 
ethnographic museum exhibition.58 Numerous private and public galleries have shown Odjig’s 
work, and the work of other Indigenous artists, but major museum shows rarely featured them. 
This lack of museum interest continues to prevent Odjig from gaining broader visibility. It was 
not until 1992, the quincentenary of Columbus’ arrival to North America, that two monumental, 
mainstream museum exhibitions dedicated to contemporary Indigenous art were brought to the 
public: “Land, Spirit, Power at the National Gallery of Canada” and “INDIGENA” at the 
Canadian Museum of History.59 These two groundbreaking exhibitions, both noteworthy for the 
timeline of Indigenous art historical recognition, occurred simultaneously just across the river 
from each other. These shows shifted the idea of Indigenous art away from the ethnographic, and 
 
contemporary Native art movement in both the United States and Canada. The exhibition 
featured over 80 artworks made by many established Native artists including Oscar Howe, James 
Luna, Norval Morrisseau, George Morrison, Kay Walkingstick, Jaune Quick-To-See-Smith, and 
three works by Daphne Odjig. New works were commissioned on the occasion of this exhibition 
for the following artists: Yatika Starr Fields, Athena LaTocha, Tanya Lukin Linklater, and Marie 
Watt. 
57 Berlo and Phillips, Native North American Art, 271.  
In the 1930s, there was a short-lived governmental effort in Canada to encourage artmaking in 
residential schools. 
58 Phillip Gevik, “Foreward,” in Odjig: The Art of Daphne Odjig, 1960-2000 (Toronto: Key 
Porter Books, 2001), 7.  
Gallery Gevik exhibited Odjig’s work regularly and continues to do so. 
59 At that time the museum was called the Canadian Museum of Civilization, and previously the 
National Museum of Man. 
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the catalogues published in conjunction contributed much needed scholarly attention to the work 
and artists.  
__________________________ 
 
In this thesis, I examine the life and work of Daphne Odjig, given the information and 
sources available in exhibition catalogues, newspaper clippings found in the National Gallery of 
Canada archives, the book Odjig: The Art of Daphne Odjig, 1960-2000,60 and the biographical 
publication that Odjig co-authored, A Paintbrush In My Hand, published in 1992. I focus on her 
works across her entire career, with an emphasis on the production of the 1960s and 70s. My 
goal, in contributing to the literature about Odjig, is to present a more synthesized 
historiographic reading of how her work has been displayed and discussed, while honoring the 
great versatility and impact she has made on contemporary Indigenous art in Canada. 
The thesis is organized in three chapters: the first describes the artist’s activist role, the 
second examines two major retrospective exhibitions of her work in 1985-86 and 2007-10, and 
the last chapter focuses on her masterpiece painting, The Indian in Transition (1978) (Fig. 6). In 
the first chapter, I will discuss the events in Odjig’s life that led to her co-founding the PNIAI. 
This chapter intertwines biographical information that traces Odjig’s history of community-
oriented thinking with descriptions of her experience with discrimination as an Indigenous 
person. She began publicly exhibiting her work in the mid-1960s, during the growing political 
movement for basic civil rights for Indigenous peoples and there was not sufficient 
understanding, vocabulary, or space for Indigenous artworks in the mainstream artworld at the 
 
60 The images of this book are broken up by quotes that Odjig wrote or said over at least three 




time. During this time, this artworld was just beginning to consider contemporary Indigenous art 
on its own merits, outside of ethnography. 
The second chapter focuses on the only two major traveling retrospectives of Odjig’s 
work, the first of which was organized in 1985 at the Thunder Bay National Exhibition Centre 
and Centre for Indian Art, and the second, and most recent, opened in 2007 and ended its tour at 
the prestigious National Gallery of Canada. The impact of each of these exhibitions on Odjig’s 
career will be addressed, as well as the contributions from catalogues that contributed to her 
reputation as an artist and the discourse of contemporary Indigenous art as a whole. The time 
span of twenty-three years between these two retrospective exhibitions provides the opportunity 
to examine the changes in language and curatorial practices.  
In chapter three, I examine Odjig’s The Indian in Transition (1978), a large painting 
commissioned in 1974 by the Canadian Museum of History for intended display at the Museum, 
which pictures an ongoing story that includes the various stages of colonialization: life of 
Indigenous peoples before European arrival, the devastating violence that ensued, and a view 
into the bright future of Indigenous cultural renaissance. I will consider it in relation to the socio-
political context of the 1970s, describe the nature of its contribution to art history, examine how 
it has been defined as a masterpiece, and show how the common comparison of this work to 
Guernica undermines Odjig's voice rather than enriching our understanding of it. The work’s 
visual vocabulary of culturally specific characters such as Earthmother and Thunderbird, and its 
continuous, interconnecting lines, contradict a strict linear telling of history. These elements add 
to the depth and complexity of this painting that highlight the inadequacies of the way her work 
has been analyzed and grouped in relation to European art. 
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To conclude I turn my attention to select recent group exhibitions of Indigenous art in the 
United States and Canada: “Sakahàn: International Indigenous Art” (2013),61 “Hearts of Our 
People: Native Women Artists” (2019-20),62 and “Àbadakone” (2019-20).63 The historiographic 
issues that emerge as a result of large survey exhibitions will be analyzed. Canada’s current 
standing in terms of how curators and writers have expressed interest in contemporary 
Indigenous artists through exhibitions, scholarship, and criticism will be questioned. 
Note on Research: 
There is an often-quoted remark by Odjig: “I always say that I was born with a paintbrush 
in my hand, because it just seems like I’ve been doing it forever.”64 This quote inspired the title 
of A Paintbrush In My Hand: Daphne Odjig, an account of Odjig’s life and artistic development 
which she wrote through Rosamond Vanderburgh and Mary E. (Beth) Southcott. A Paintbrush In 
My Hand is the most detailed account of the artist’s life up to the date of its publication in 1992. 
 
61 “Sakahàn: International Indigenous Art” was organized by the National Gallery of Canada in 
Ottawa and co-curated by Greg Hill, Christine Lalonde, and Candice Hopkins, with support from 
a team of advisors: Jolene Rickard, Yuh-Yao Wan, Irene Snarby, Arpana Caur, Lee-Ann Martin, 
Brenda Croft, Megan Tamati-Quennell, and Reiko Saito. It was on display at the National 
Gallery and sixteen partner institutions from May 17 to September 2, 2013.  
62 “Hearts of Our People: Native Women Artists,” is organized by the Minneapolis Institute of 
Art in Minneapolis, Minnesota and curated by Jill Ahlberg Yohe and Teri Greeves. The itinerary 
for the exhibition is as follows: Minneapolis Museum of Art, Minneapolis (June 2 – August 18, 
2019), Frist Art Museum, Nashville, Tennessee (September 27, 2019 – January 12, 2020), 
Renwick Gallery, Smithsonian American Art Museum, Washington, D.C. (February 21 – May 
17, 2020), Philbrook Museum of Art, Tulsa, Oklahoma (June 27 – September 13, 2020). Dates 
may have changed due to the COVID-19 crisis. 
63 “Àbadakone,” was organized by the National Gallery of Canada in Ottawa and co-curated by 
Greg A. Hill, Christine Lalonde and Rachelle Dickenson, in consultation with Candice Hopkins, 
Ariel Smith and Carla Taunton, and an international team of advisors. It is on display at the 
National Gallery of Canada from November 7, 2019 to October 4, 2020. 
64 “Daphne Odjig Artist at the McMichael,” Canadian Art Channel, Youtube, October 27, 2008.  
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Throughout my research, it has proven to be a dependable source of information, especially for 
details that shape my understanding of Odjig’s personal feelings and intentions as an artist, and 
how her life and work are interconnected. The preface explicitly states that it avoids the 
following conventional formats: it is not autobiography, a life history, or an art book.65 Instead of 
narrating her life and art according to these models, the publication was a collaboration between 
Odjig, Southcott, and Vanderburgh, through which they rejected the conventions of art history 
and biography associated with Western colonial discourses. Odjig told her stories to Southcott 
and Vanderburgh, building from the oral tradition of storytelling in which she grew up. As 
explained in the Preface: “[Odjig] continues to feel insecure and inadequate in any mode of 
expression other than her art, so she speaks ‘through’ her collaborators and is comfortable in this 
mode.”66 Some sections read almost like fiction, as Odjig’s stories told orally are transformed 
into the written word by her collaborators, detailed and full of imagery. The first chapter “The 
Four of Us: Childhood at Wiki,” begins this way, bringing the reader into a seemingly ordinary 
moment of Odjig’s childhood as a way to introduce her important early relationships and 
environment.67 The text then pans out to a historical distance, telling the history of Manitoulin 
Island where she grew up, putting the story of young Odjig into context. The format of this book 
made it clear that to most accurately portray her life and work, one must work outside 
conventional ways of thinking and previously established formats of analysis. 
 
65 Preface to A Paintbrush In My Hand, 11.  
“As the three people who collaborated in this work were never able to find a satisfactory model 
for the book they wanted to produce on the life and art of Daphne Odjig they had to create one.” 
66 A Paintbrush In My Hand, 11. 
67 “The Four of Us: Childhood at Wiki,” in A Paintbrush In My Hand, 16-24. 
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Seeing Odjig’s work in person proved difficult. Fortunately, the traveling exhibition 
“Hearts of Our People: Native Women Artists,” which was organized by the Minneapolis 
Institute of Art and opened in 2019, included Odjig’s From Mother Earth Flows the River of Life 
(1973). I traveled to the Frist Museum in Nashville, Tennessee to see the presentation of this 
monumental show and, especially, to see Odjig’s painting. In early February 2020, I visited the 
National Gallery of Canada in Ottawa to see more of Odjig and her contemporaries’ work in 
person, and to visit her archive. In the Prints, Drawings, and Photographs Study Room of the 
National Gallery I was able to see five of her six works on paper that the museum held in their 
permanent collection. For two of Odjig’s works on paper in the collection, Study for Indian in 
Transition (Fig. 7) and Nanabush Giving the Racoon its Colours, (Fig. 2) the medium 
descriptions are not accurate. It is yet to be confirmed, but I consulted with two conservators who 
suspect that the medium descriptions are missing information, specifically, they most likely 
should include watercolor and/or gouache. Discovering this evidence of negligence showed me 
that no one had looked closely at these works in some time or had taken the time to update or 
improve their records. That said, The National Gallery’s archive contained an immense amount 
of newspaper clippings mentioning Odjig’s work starting in 1968 through the year 2016; I draw 
from these important sources throughout the thesis.  
There is lack of a comprehensive list of Odjig’s many exhibitions after her 2007 
retrospective “The Drawings and Prints of Daphne Odjig.” Consequently, I have provided an 
appendix to this thesis, updating the information that is available online and through the archives 
at the National Gallery of Canada. Here the readers will also find a few corrections to the list that 




CHAPTER ONE: Odjig’s Artistic and Activist Development: 1942 – 1976 
For First Nations, the determination to survive within their various cultures 
required the age-old tradition of communicating with others... Artists are not just 
technicians. They are teachers, tribal leaders, spiritual visionaries, and warriors. It 
is not surprising that a First Nation artist is also a curator, educator, project 
manager, politician, writer, actor, cultural diplomat and advocate of First Nations 
rights.68  
- Vivian Gray, “The New Group of Seven: A Reaction to the State 
of Indian Art in Canada in the Sixties and Seventies” 
 
Daphne Odjig embodies the multifaceted-ness and “Native self-determination” that 
Vivian Gray discusses in her essay, “The New Group of Seven: A Reaction to the State of Indian 
Art in Canada in the Sixties and Seventies.”69 Odjig’s identity as an activist and artist are 
intertwined due to the consistent efforts she made throughout her life to connect with others and 
make space for Indigenous artists. Her own experiences with discrimination because of her 
Indigenous heritage are an integral part of her story, and part of what inspired her to be a leader 
within her community. From a young age, Odjig’s drive to become a teacher demonstrated her 
interest in helping others. In 1970, she directed this initiative toward opening her own 
printmaking business and gallery, and to co-founding the artist collective PNIAI in 1972. Odjig 
was guided by her own drive to make art that was seen in the mainstream and considered on its 
own terms. 
Odjig was born on September 11, 1919 in the village of Wikwemikong on the Manitoulin 
Island Unceded Indian Reserve.70 Cultural duality was part of everyday life in Wikwemikong; 
 
68 Gray, “The New Group of Seven: A Reaction to the State of Indian Art in Canada in the 
Sixties and Seventies,” 233. 
69 Ibid. 




missionaries had long established a strong Catholic community wherein the residents attended 
church regularly, yet Indigenous language was still spoken, legends still told, and herbalists and 
medicine men were still relevant to the health of the people. Despite the authority of the Church 
and federal laws prohibiting freedom of Indigenous religions, the culture was not entirely 
squelched, but co-existed with the residents’ Christian beliefs. Like many children, Odjig and her 
three younger siblings attended a Jesuit school and were fluent in both Anishnabe and English.71 
Biographical texts indicate that Odjig’s mother Joyce, father Dominic, and paternal grandfather 
Jonas Odjig had profound influence on her. Joyce was an immigrant from England, Dominic a 
man of Potawatomi descent born in Canada.72 Although a devout Catholic, Jonas still held close 
the stories he knew from Indigenous traditions and shared them with his grandchildren, such as 
the tales of the trickster Nanabush.73 The “cast of characters” seen repeatedly in her work 
throughout her life initiated from her childhood, through the myths told by her grandfather.74 
Jonas also enjoyed sketching and was a talented tombstone carver. Odjig’s work shows his 
 
Devine describes the history of Manitoulin Island, starting as an ancient site for trade off the 
Great Lakes, through its history of colonialism. 
71 R.M. Vanderburgh, “Daphne Odjig: Her Life,” in Daphne Odjig A Retrospective 1946-1985 
(Thunder Bay, ON: Thunder Bay National Exhibition Centre and Centre for Indian Art, 1985), 8.  
72 Odjig made a painting depicting her parents and grandfather titled Three Powerful Influences. 
The dedication of A Paintbrush In My Hand, reads “To Dominic, Joyce, and Jonas: Three 
Powerful Influences”. It is also the title of the second chapter, which expands on each of their 
lives and their impact on Odjig. Vanderburgh also expresses their significance in the text 
“Daphne Odjig: Her Life,” in the exhibition catalogue Daphne Odjig: A Retrospective 1946-
1985. 
73 Devine, “From Resistance to Renewal,” 17. 
In a footnote, Devine provides other names for the Nanabush: Nanabozho, Nanabozo, Nanabojo, 
Nanabijou. 
74 A Paintbrush In My Hand, 62. 
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influences, from the rounded edges he carved and the sculpting of decorative elements he 
practiced, to the curving archway that led into his bedroom.75 Odjig called herself “his little 
shadow” and regarded him as a “great artist.”76 Dominic sketched as well and also sculpted. As a 
child, Odjig spent time copying illustrations seen in magazines. Her artistic tendencies were 
encouraged by her parents and Jonas; however, her first dream was to be a teacher. Dominic had 
built a playhouse out of an old pigsty, and there Odjig held her own schooling sessions for the 
younger children of the village. She loved school, especially the once a week art class offered.77 
At the Jesuit school Odjig attended, there were two Indigenous teachers from the reserve, one of 
which was a close friend of her mother’s. Becoming a teacher was an achievable dream.78 
Odjig’s teenage years were bookended by unfortunate events. At the age of 13, she was 
struck with rheumatic fever, resulting in three years of forced bedrest and the end of her formal 
education. Odjig’s dream of becoming a teacher abruptly ended with her inability to continue in 
school. She felt called to teach and was disappointed at the loss of this dream. However, during 
Odjig’s time of recovery from her illness, she grew closer to her parents and Jonas, and honed 
her artistic skills through sketching with Jonas.79 Her eighteenth year was then tragically marked 
by the deaths of both her mother and Jonas within weeks of each other. Both events shaped 
Odjig’s life tremendously, affecting her sense of self and her future career. 
 
75 A Paintbrush In My Hand, 62. 
76 “Daphne Odjig Artist at the McMichael,” Canadian Art Channel, Youtube, October 27, 2008.  
77 Vanderburgh, “Daphne Odjig: Her Life,” 7. 
78 A Paintbrush In My Hand, 21. 
79 Ibid., 31. 
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After the death of her mother and Jonas, Odjig’s family fractured; her father stayed in 
Wikwemikong to remarry and Odjig and her three younger siblings reluctantly went to live with 
their English grandmother in Parry Sound. There, outside the comparatively secluded 
Wikwemikong for the first time in their lives, they faced blatant discrimination due to their 
Indigenous heritage.80 Speaking of her childhood on the reserve, Odjig stated, “...I was not 
overly concerned with ‘being Indian’ nor was I particularly aware that we lived on a Reserve. 
These realizations came later.”81 In 1938 in Parry Sound, the Odjig children’s dark complexion 
brought forth judgement from not only their white neighbors, but their own extended family 
members.82 This change in environment thrust Odjig into the white world where her Indigenous 
heritage was not welcomed. Odjig’s brothers, unhappy with their new life, returned to the 
Reserve, while Odjig and her sister Winnie stayed in Parry Sound. The identity of the Odjig 
family was now somewhat scattered. Odjig changed her last name to its English translation, 
Fisher, as did her siblings.83 She hid that part of herself due to discrimination she faced in finding 
employment and the racism of everyday social interactions.84 She was able to find work as a 
 
80 A Paintbrush In My Hand, 31.  
Odjig’s early childhood was very sheltered in the sense that she did not leave the reserve until 
after age twelve. There was no television or radio, her family’s access to other ways of life 
minimal.  
81 “Childhood Remembrances,” 1981. CANADIAN NATIVE PRINTS LTD., Vancouver, B.C., 
Canada, pamphlet, DOC/CA 3, National Gallery of Canada Archives. 
82 A Paintbrush In My Hand, 36. 
83 Ibid. 
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waitress, though was subjected to intolerance from customers.85 Despite these hardships, Odjig 
continued to sketch in her free time, with some encouragement from her grandmother’s husband, 
Grandpa Copagog. 
In 1942, Odjig left the confines of Parry Sound for better work opportunities in the city of 
Toronto and it was here that she prospered as an independent woman in her early twenties. The 
city proved enlightening and significant for her growth as an artist. During her time off from 
work in a factory, she frequented the Royal Ontario Museum and the Art Gallery of Ontario.86 In 
1985, she looks back at that time: 
Toronto was a city of discovery for Indian people of my generation. I discovered 
that fear and insecurity were not unique to us, and I discovered that friendships 
could transcend ethnic isolation. Toronto had art galleries and libraries with books 
on art. I became fascinated with the worlds of European masters. Picasso’s 
freedom and lack of inhibition, Van Gogh’s emotionalism...I responded 
powerfully to the emotions generated by their works. Every free moment I studied 
their styles and tried to duplicate their techniques.87  
 
Odjig did not have the luxury of attending art classes, but she exposed herself to the European 
works on display and this propelled her interest in painting. It was also in Toronto that she met 
her first husband, Paul Somerville, who was of mixed heritage as well. Odjig left Toronto for 
British Columbia when the two married in 1945. 
It is often stated in the literature on Odjig that she experienced a personal sense of 
“rebirth of Indianism” upon her return to Wikwemikong in 1964 at the will of her childhood 
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friend and sister-in-law Rosemary Peltier.88 This was not the only event that started her back on 
the path to self-acceptance; Odjig’s marriage to Paul, with whom she had two sons, encouraged 
pride in her heritage. Paul would affectionately call her his “Indian princess.”89 The resurgence 
of Indigenous tradition was well underway in the early 1960s in Canada, with communities 
embracing customs that had been taken from them. When she traveled back to Wikwemikong in 
1964, she found the community in the midst of their fourth annual powwow.90 As later described 
to artist and curator Bonnie Devine, dancing at the powwow was “a transformative moment” for 
Odjig.91 Although powwows were no longer outlawed, Peltier and others still had to exert 
courage and will against the Church to organize the first one on the Reserve in 1961.92 In 
conjunction with the powwow, Odjig participated in the hanging of 110 paintings sponsored by 
the National Indian Council. The 1964 Wiki Powwow caught the attention of the federal 
government, and Prime Minister Lester B. Pearson attended. The works in the exhibition were all 
bought by the Cultural Affairs Department and they are now part of the collection of the Indian 
and Northern Affairs Canada. Devine noted that, “This acquisition initiated INAC’s [Indigenous 
and Northern Affairs Canada] tradition of collecting Native Art, which continues to this day.”93 
 
88 A Paintbrush In My Hand, 59. 
89 A Paintbrush In My Hand, 38.; Vanderburgh, “Daphne Odjig: Her Life,” 9.  
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93 Ibid.; “Indigenous and Northern Affairs Canada,” Government of Canada. 
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Peltier also brought Odjig to the homes of the elders in Wiki, where she was able to listen to their 
stories. As Devine wrote, during this experience, “The humour and wisdom of the old legends 
came back to her…”94 which led to an iconography of legends heard from her grandfather as 
well as from the elders she visited. Odjig created many powwow and legend paintings for those 
who grew up unable to freely practice their Indigenous customs like herself.95 Odjig’s varying 
depictions of Mother Earth and the figure of the Nanabush appear often in these works. 
In Nanabush Giving the Racoon its Colours (1969) (Fig. 2) Odjig uses clear, strong 
outlines to form the rounded shapes of the Nanabush and raccoon. Burnt sienna, ochre, and black 
are the dominating colors in acrylic, with neat, flatly painted shapes delineating the patterns on 
each of the figures. Thin, wavy, black lines stem from the circular shape above, presumably 
representative of the moon, as Nanabush is the grandson of the moon. These lines are seen in the 
works of Morrisseau and Ray and are called “determination lines” by scholars such as McLuhan 
and Southcott. Sparse, most likely dryly applied, blue and ochre follow the path of the lines, 
revealing the texture of the woven paper. These lines continue to what almost appears to be a 
mask, or the shedding of skin, of the Nanabush. Here the colors mix to an uneven gray tone, 
contrasting with the mainly pure hues of the rest of the figures. Upon closer inspection, we notice 
that the face of the Nanabush is painted thickly, the white cheek that outlines the shape of the eye 
and mouth has blue underneath. The figures appear floating on a white background and all three, 
the Nanabush, raccoon, and moon, are touching. Odjig implies a sense of movement through the 
faded, repeating shapes of the Nanabush’s limbs and paintbrush as he paints the raccoon. 
Nanabush Giving the Racoon its Colours is one of Odjig’s legend paintings which received 
 
94 Devine, “From Resistance to Renewal,” 20. 
95 “Daphne Odjig Artist at the McMichael,” Canadian Art Channel, Youtube, October 27, 2008.  
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critical acclaim and attention. In 1971 Odjig published several children’s books telling the tales 
of the Nanabush as part of her drive to preserve Indigenous culture and to educate others, also 
expressed in her drawings of the Cree people.96  
From 1965-69 Odjig observed and depicted the daily lives of the Chemawawin Cree 
Nation, who had recently relocated to Easterville, Manitoba, in a series of drawings in pen and 
ink. (Fig. 8 & 9) During this period Odjig and her second husband Chester Beaven (m. 1962) 
traveled frequently throughout Canada for his job as a community development worker.97 One 
such trip took her to Easterville, where the government had recently forcibly moved the 
Chemawawin Cree in order to build a hydro-electric dam on their home territory. Odjig entered 
this community while they were in the process of rebuilding and reforming a new way of living. 
She did not want their traditions to be lost or forgotten. As she recalled in A Paintbrush In My 
Hand, in this context she, “set herself the task of recording them [the traditional ways] before 
they were lost forever.”98  
Odjig realistically depicts the daily lives of the Cree people, using limited background 
detail and lack of color to tell their stories frankly and clearly.99 She dedicated herself to 
recording as much of their lives as possible, from depictions of their houses and boats to 
individual figures and families engaged in work and leisure. She created these works in a style 
that reflects the purpose of her project: to document the culture of this community accurately in 
 
96 Devine, 20. 
97 A Paintbrush In My Hand, 46. 
98 Ibid., 55.  
99 “Series of Old Memories (1972),” Odjig Arts, http://odjig.com/memories.html. 
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order to spread awareness about their current situation; to record and thus preserve old traditions, 
such driving dog-teams and methods of fishing. In an article from 1978, Robert Houle compares 
these drawings to the “pastoral” paintings of Cree artist Allen Sapp, who depicted scenes of 
everyday life of his people.100 Similar to Sapp, Odjig portrayed individualized figures often in 
moments of suspended action. The background detail in her drawings varies in incompleteness, 
with spare lines suggesting the climate and landscape. As described in A Paintbrush In My Hand, 
Odjig wanted to show not only their traditions, but she also “…felt she had to capture the pathos 
of these people, the dignity in the faces of the elderly, the despair in the eyes of the fisherman, 
the forlorn faces of some of the children” as well as individuals’ “strength and endurance.”101 
Even without the emotional resonances that color brings, the detail and focus of these works still 
read as emotional in the posture of the figures and intricate facial expressions. 
During this period Odjig also created legend paintings, using a completely different style. 
These works contain pictographic connections to the works of Carl Ray and Morrisseau. In these 
paintings, abstract concepts are brought into the visual, and Odjig’s personal interpretations are 
clearly interjected. In her Easterville drawings, we see the artist put herself in a completely 
different position in relation to the subject matter; Odjig attempts to objectively record the raw 
truth of the everyday lives of the Cree. Using fine lines for intricate detail, she drew what she 
saw. The scenes are of course not completely objective, as she was selective in what to reveal 
and what to leave to the imagination of the viewer. The flattened picture planes seen in her 
legend paintings are replaced with depth and perspective as perceived in reality. In doing so, 
 
100 Robert Houle, “Odjig: An Artist’s Transition,” The Native Perspective, 3, No. 2, (1978): 43. 
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Odjig created an archive of a community at risk. In the legend paintings she preserves a belief 
system within her portrayal of figures such as Mother Earth, Thunderbird, and Nanabush.  
In 1970 she established Odjig Indian Prints of Canada Ltd., making and selling 
reproductions of her Easterville drawings.102 Several of the original works were purchased by the 
Department of Indian and Northern Affairs for their permanent collection in 1965, one of the 
first acquisitions of her art, along with mixed-media collages.103 Odjig believed that creating and 
selling these prints was a major step in "getting [her] name out there" and exposing a wider 
audience to the traditions of this community.104 The images conveyed detailed accounts—in an 
anthropological sense—of the lives/traditions of the Cree, and caught the attention of the 
mainstream, white art world of the time. Her first solo show, which occurred in 1967 at the 
Lakehead Art Centre in Thunder Bay, featured 78 works, a combination of these prints and 
paintings, and by the following year journalists published praise for Odjig and her work in 
Canadian newspapers including: Winnipeg Free Press, Brandon Sun, Winnipeg Tribune, and the 
Selkirk Enterprise. In an article published in the Selkirk Enterprise in 1968 titled “Art Showing 
 
102 Barry Ace, “Reactive Intermediates: Aboriginal Art, Politics, and Resonance of the 1960s and 
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Held in Selkirk,” the author praises the Easterville drawings as “unglamourized and exact.”105 
They go on to describe, with a sense of nostalgia, the significance of the content of Odjig’s 
drawings: “As log cabins, horses and dog-teams are now quickly disappearing from the Indian 
scene, she has made every effort to capture in exact detail the rustic beauty and grandeur 
associated with living close to nature.”106 Accompanying the article is a photograph of Mayor 
Pat Montgomery speaking with Odjig in front of two of the framed Easterville drawings at the 
opening of the exhibition at an office building in Selkirk. 
Despite Odjig’s successes in consistent public exhibitions of her work between 1967 and 
1977 she still faced obstacles as a female Indigenous artist, evidenced in the short-sighted 
language used in journalistic media. Critics and journalists wrote many articles about Odjig 
between roughly 1968 and the late 1970s in which her artistic identity is defined as a woman and 
Indigenous person, with no deeper analysis of her work. There are a number of sources from 
1968, coinciding with her early public exhibitions, that detail her appearance as if it is relevant to 
the text, demeaning her because she is a woman. One article in the Selkirk Enterprise stated: 
“The paintings on display are by the Indian artist ‘Odjig,’ an extremely attractive and talented 
young lady.”107 Within the first sentence of “Odjig show” published in the Brandon Sun, Odjig is 
described as “a handsome Odawa Indian.”108 In another article, “She paints Indian legends,” Eva 
Wiseman quotes Odjig’s remarks on the current state of Indigenous culture in relation to her 
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work, writing, “‘Many of our traditions are disappearing from the Canadian scene. Even dog 
sleds are being replaced by ski-mobiles,’ complained the slender brunette, adding, ‘if you destroy 
our traditions you also destroy our soul.’”109 For such a profound and clearly heartfelt, personal 
statement, the author cheapens it by describing her looks and characterizing her statement as a 
complaint.110 
In response to the lack of space for contemporary Indigenous art, Odjig set out to find 
solutions herself by creating her own means for distributing and selling her work, starting with 
the Odjig Indian Prints of Canada Ltd in 1970. Odjig also attempted to be shown in a gallery, but 
after an unfortunate encounter where she was treated poorly and rejected, she decided to open 
her own space.111 In 1971, when Odjig's husband Chester was assigned to Winnipeg, she decided 
to open up her own space there, known as the craft shop at 331 Donald Street. This “shop” 
provided a physical space for Indigenous artists to converge, discuss, and support one another, 
leading to the formation of PNIAI in 1972.112 In 1974, the craft shop expanded and became the 
New Warehouse Gallery, which was the first Indigenous-run exhibition space of contemporary 
art in Canada. The Warehouse Gallery’s first show opened December 8, 1974 and featured 
Janvier, Sanchez, and Beardy, all of whom were official members of the PNIAI. The opening 
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garnered positive press, with one journalist hailing Odjig’s gallery as a “haven for native 
artists.”113  
Odjig was essential to the formation of the PNIAI, not only because of the physical 
meeting place she offered, but because of her ambition, generosity, and desire to break down 
institutional barriers. “Odjig’s” became a “drop-in centre” as she described in the exhibition 
catalogue, 7: Professional Native Indian Artists Inc. In the catalogue, Janvier states that the 
vision of the group “started under the tutelage of Daphne Odjig.”114 In Sanchez’s essay “The 
Native Group of Seven A.K.A. Professional Native Indian Artists Inc.,” he notes that Odjig 
played a major role in the beginnings of the collective:  
Odjig’s strong belief in supporting young Indigenous artists was fundamental to the 
formation of the Native Group of Seven [PNIAI]. On every occasion that she was asked, 
she purchased work and supported all the artists by collecting their work, paying honest 
copyright fees for printing their work, and keeping us out of the cold and fed…. Her 
financial support of Native artists and their children gave us pride in our work and 
encouraged our talent. These gestures were little things, but huge in their long-range 
impact - a gift of courage that guided my future with a sense of destiny and confidence.115  
 
 As Sanchez describes, Odjig also acted as a patron through purchasing artwork.116 At the time of 
the initial conversations leading to the PNIAI, Odjig had already established herself as a 
businesswoman with her own print shop. 
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The 2013-16 traveling exhibition “7: Professional Native Indian Artists Inc.” played a 
major role in reigniting interest in this exceptional moment in North American art history.117 The 
exhibition, organized the MacKenzie Art Gallery in Saskatchewan and curated by Michelle 
LaValle, resulted in the first monograph dedicated to the PNIAI that features the voices of 
prominent Indigenous artists, curators, and professors. The book evenly presents each of the 
seven artists of the group, with individual biographies and each artist’s own writing in the form 
of essay or poem. A variety of essays contextualize the group within the political and art 
historical climate of the time and surrounding decades. An essay by former PNIAI member 
Sanchez is included,118 as well as a text by artist and curator Barry Ace titled “Reactive 
Intermediates: Aboriginal Art, Politics, and Resonance of the 1960s and 1970s.”119 In addition to 
new research conducted by the authors of the essay in response to the exhibition, the book also 
includes articles from the 1970s, as well as an essay written in 1974 by Tom Hill, one of the first 
Indigenous curators in Canada.120 The other contributors are curator Lee-Ann Martin who wrote 
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on Odjig, Janvier, and Morrisseau’s early careers,121 curator Cathy Mattes, whose essay is titled 
“’Winnipeg, Where It All Began’ – Rhetorical and Visual Sovereignty and the Formation of the 
Professional Native Indian Artists Inc.,”122 art historian and professor Carmen Robertson, who 
looked specifically the at coverage of the PNIAI in Winnipeg newspapers,123 ending with artist 
and curator Viviane Gray’s contribution: “The New Group of Seven: A Reaction to the State of 
Indian Art in Canada in the Sixties and Seventies.”124 The combination of voices of the artists 
and scholars make this text immensely valuable and anchor the artwork solidly within history. 
The book’s other major contribution is an impressively organized timeline from 1885-1985 
detailing the cultural and political markings of Canada, the United States, and the individual 
artists' lives all in one; such a comprehensive record is extremely useful in contextualizing the 
achievements of Indigenous artists within their socio-political environment.125  
The members of the PNIAI were diverse in many ways. They were of different 
generations: Odjig was in her early fifties and the oldest, while Sanchez and Beardy were the 
youngest in their twenties. The artists also had different levels of success and recognition. When 
the group was founded in 1972, Morrisseau, Janvier, and Odjig had already had solo exhibitions 
and had gained some commercial success in the previous decade, although Morrisseau was 
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perhaps the most well-known. Sanchez was at the very beginning of his artistic career and did 
not yet have a studio of his own. Odjig invited him to paint alongside her in her studio.126 Their 
inspirations, education, and style varied as well: Sanchez is mainly self-taught and influenced by 
Spanish surrealism, while many of Cobiness’ drawings were strikingly realistic and poetic, 
though he also painted with strong geometric forms. Janvier studied artists such as Wassily 
Kandinsky at the Provincial Institute of Technology and Art (now the Alberta College of Art and 
Design).127 His paintings at the time of the formation of the PNIAI were perhaps the most 
consistently abstract, with rivers of color described as “calligraphic,” ebbing and flowing in 
thickness, spreading out like roots.128 (Fig. 10) Morrisseau was clear in his spiritual influences, 
and described himself as a “shaman-artist.”129 Ray collaborated with Morrisseau, and as a result 
their painting style had similar qualities of strong formlines and featured legend figures. 
Beardy’s paintings also reflected these qualities, though he studied commercial art for a time and 
also took courses at the University of Manitoba. There seems to have been no deliberate strategy 
to the makeup of the group. Instead, the core seven came together through their unified ambition 
and mutual respect.130 The group's range of experience, influences, and styles presented the 
public with the depth and diversity that is contemporary Indigenous art. 
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Though the 1970s saw an increase in grassroots resistance of the North American 
Indigenous people against the government in pursuit of rights and representation, notably the 
occupation of Alcatraz in the United States at the turn of the decade, during this period newly 
available government initiatives also worked to foster the Indigenous arts. The rise of such 
grassroots organizations and the Civil Rights movement in the United States spurred the 
Indigenous community in Canada to fight against oppression.131 An Indigenous “cultural 
renaissance” took place during this decade in Canada, and Indigenous educational and cultural 
centers emerged with government support.132 Rights for Indigenous women in particular began 
to take root in the formation of the Indian Rights for Indian Women (IRIW) in 1970 and the 
Native Women’s Association of Canada (NWAC) in 1974.  
A significant exhibition for contemporary Indigenous arts occurred the same year as the 
beginnings of the PNIAI in 1972. “Treaty Numbers 23, 287, 1171: Three Indian Painters of the 
Prairies” featuring work by Beardy, Janvier, and Odjig, opened August 12, 1972 at the Winnipeg 
Art Gallery.133 Art historian and curator Lee-Ann Martin describes the historical significance of 
this show, which brought the artists overdue attention in the “first serious curatorial treatment of 
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the artists’ works.”134 “Treaty Numbers,” being the first exhibition of its kind, set a precedent for 
future shows of contemporary Indigenous work and greatly impacted the exhibited artists’ 
careers. The show displayed over fifty recent paintings split between the three artists. 
Anthropologist Jacqueline Fry, who curated the show, wrote a catalogue that presented the artists 
as individuals, emphasizing that their common heritage does not mean that their work is 
homogenous. In his essay, “Reactive Intermediates: Aboriginal Art, Politics, and Resonance of 
the 1960s and 1970s,” Barry Ace describes the parallel arcs between socio-political history of 
Indigenous people in Canada and Indigenous art history, using the “Treaty Numbers” exhibition 
as an example: “The title’s direct reference to...treaty numbers clearly drew attention to the 
blatant disregard for and erosion of Aboriginal and treaty rights and the disappearance, 
marginalization, and depersonalization of tribal identities via a systemically impersonal, 
derogatory, and racist codification of Indian identity.”135 The exhibition bluntly confronted the 
history of government-mandated mistreatment of Indigenous people, giving the artists a platform 
to criticize this history through their work and their quotes included in the catalogue. 
Nonetheless, the language used by Fry to describe Odjig’s struggle as an Indigenous person in a 
white world has been criticized by both Odjig and artist and curator Bonnie Devine.136 
The show contributed positively to the history of contemporary Indigenous arts, by 
showing the diversity and quality of their output, but the catalogue written by Fry reinforced the 
stereotype that Indigenous artists are somehow held back by their culture living in a 
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predominantly white world. Some twenty years later, Odjig remembered that Fry had, on the 
occasion of this exhibition, described her in a way with which she did not agree. As Odjig recalls 
in A Paintbrush In My Hand, Fry characterized her as a “prisoner caught up in the bicultural net 
woven from an Indian conception of the world and of white modes of thought and behavior.”137 
Indeed, in her essay for the “Treaty Numbers” catalogue, Fry wrote:   
In her particular situation, Odjig is caught in a bi-cultural net, bound on the one hand by 
Indigenous conceptions of the world and, on the other, by white modes of thought and 
action. Her task is to unravel the net, sort out the threads and re-create a new 
understanding based on personal affirmation and the coherence of her work. Like her 
paintings, Daphne belongs to two cultures.138  
 
This language suggests a neat binary and suggests that Odjig’s sole purpose as an artist is 
navigating this supposed binary. The dichotomy Fry sets up in her text is an oversimplification 
that suggests a conscious halving of two cultures into one. Fry’s analogy of the net that must be 
unraveled suggests that Odjig is confused and trapped and must escape. Odjig did not feel this 
way. By 1972, Odjig was not uncertain about her own identity. She was, however, puzzled and 
troubled by the “issue of Indian art as a separate category of fine art.”139 
The PNIAI is often referred to as the Indian Group of Seven, an allusion to a famous 
group of white artists called the Group of Seven who were active in Canada between 1920 and 
1931 and form a canonical touchstone in Canadian art history. Michelle LaVallee discusses the 
weight of this name in the section What’s in a Name? in her essay “7: Professional Native Indian 
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Artists Inc.,” which appeared in the catalogue for 7: Professional Native Indian Artists Inc.140 
The name “Indian Group of Seven” was supposedly coined by Winnipeg Free Press reporter 
Gary Scherbain.141 The number of seven artists was purely coincidental, and all members were 
aware of how this connected them to the Group of Seven. Also known as the Algonquin School, 
the Group of Seven was not only considered to represent a significant moment in the art history 
of Canada, but also to signify Canada as a nation.142 The seven white male landscape painters in 
the Group of Seven wanted to define a national artistic identity for Canada and to distinguish 
themselves from European artists. Similarly, the members of the PNIAI were looking to make a 
space for themselves, as well as to be recognized as equal by white mainstream art institutions. 
The members of PNIAI understood that connecting the two groups may risk obscuring 
the PNIAI’s historical significance. Executive Director of the MacKenzie Art Gallery Jeremy 
Morgan comments on the use of this term: 
This comforting and superficially appealing term appears to make a statement about the 
importance of the group, but ultimately subordinates it to another range of cultural values 
and experiences. It asks us to relate the accomplishments of these artists not to their own 
intentions and experiences, but to something from an aesthetic and a world far away.143  
 
Morgan essentially states that there is no benefit in comparing the PNIAI with the Group of 
Seven, even if it suggests equal importance with a previously established group of artists. In 
 
140 LaVallee, “7: Professional Native Indian Artists Inc.,” 63. 
141 LaVallee, “7: Professional Native Indian Artists Inc.,” 63. 
142 Bob Boyer, “Daphne Odjig: A Lifetime of Changing Images,” 9. 
Boyer learned in art school in the late 1960s that the Group of Seven defined Canada as a nation 
as it sought to find itself after being under English rule for so long. 
143 Jeremy Morgan, foreword to 7: Professional Native Indian Artists Inc., 7. 
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making such a connection, we are distracting ourselves from the context in which the PNIAI 
existed, and the circumstances that made their situation unique and worth further study.  
The danger of grouping the PNIAI with circles such as the Group of Seven, is that we 
risk losing sight of the specific set of goals that ultimately united the PNIAI. The Group of Seven 
sought to place Canada within the global art scene through inserting their depictions of the 
unique Canadian natural landscape but did so by employing already established European styles 
of impression. The Group of Seven was grouped stylistically, not necessarily politically, and as 
white men they were granted a considerable amount of privilege. They were connected in the 
obstacle of Canadian nationality as being on the outskirts of the global art world in which New 
York and Europe dominated.144 The Group of Seven is now well inscribed in Canadian art 
history. Boyer states that as an art student in the late 1960s, the Group of Seven was taught as the 
first painters to “define Canada as a nation.”145 The PNIAI has been historically overlooked in 
comparison. 
The PNIAI was defined by their collectivity, explicitly in opposition to the idea of the 
singular genius artist. As Sanchez writes in 7: Professional Native Indian Artists Inc., “We were 
also careful to ensure the name contained the phrase ‘Native Artists,’ which meant we were not 
bound by Western art’s litany of individualism and competition.”146 He goes on to state that the 
PNIAI’s goal was to preserve, revive, and continue a “cultural legacy that would lead back to 
 
144 John O’Brian and Peter White, eds., Beyond Wilderness: The Group of Seven, Canadian 
Identity, and Contemporary Art, (Montreal and Kingston: McGill-Queen’s University Press, 
2007). 
145 Boyer, “Daphne Odjig: A Lifetime of Changing Images,” in Odjig: The Art of Daphne Odjig: 
1960-2000, 9. 
146 Sanchez, “The Native Group of Seven A.K.A. Professional Native Indian Artists Inc.,” 188. 
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Native people and the education of our children. We believed the help and inspiration we could 
give Native people would be the measure of our success.”147 The group was committed to 
financially supporting those unrecognized artists in their community with funds from the sale of 
their work; the members’ individual careers were not the only priority. In the same text, Sanchez 
also declared that, “…PNIAI was a western-named corporation with an Indigenous heart.”148 In 
one sentence, he concisely describes the apparent disjunction of the group’s governmental 
formalization with their Indigenous identity that does not correspond with Western art 
ideologies.  
In 1974 and 75, the PNIAI exhibited frequently as a group. They were shown in 
Indigenous-specific spaces, such as the Woodland Indian Cultural Center in Brantford, Ontario 
and Odjig’s Warehouse Gallery in Winnipeg, Manitoba, as well as in private galleries, such as 
Dominion Gallery in Montreal, Quebec. Colours of Pride: Paintings by 7 Professional Native 
Artists was staged at Dominion Gallery from March 11 to April 5, 1975. (See Appendix) A film 
was also produced in conjunction with the exhibition.149  
Even though the PNIAI ultimately dissolved as a group around 1976,150 its members 
continued to have their work shown together in various exhibitions, notably “Norval Morrisseau 
 
147 Sanchez, “The Native Group of Seven A.K.A. Professional Native Indian Artists Inc.,” 188. 
148 “The Native Group of Seven A.K.A. Professional Native Indian Artists Inc.,” 189. 
149 Correspondence, Dominion Box 313, File 4, National Gallery of Canada Archives. 
150 LaVallee in “7: Professional Native Indian Artists Inc.,” 61-62. 
LaVallee discusses a variety of factors which led to PNIAI’s dissolution. There was no official 
charter made to dissolve the group. The majority of the group’s exhibitions and media coverage 
were in 1975, the year they officially incorporated. LaVallee states that the group began to drift 
in 1976, which was also the year Odjig moved out of Winnipeg. The baggage and expectations 
that came with officially incorporating did not correspond to what the members wanted, and 
logistical and time constraints of the individual members all contributed to the end of the group. 
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and the Emergence of the Image Makers” in 1984.151 The legacy of the PNIAI is seen in the 
continuation of other groups, such as the Society of Canadian Artists of Native Ancestry 
(SCANA).152 Their existence was a testament to the strength of Indigenous artists at the time 
despite exclusion from mainstream conversations and institutions. 
Odjig and the other members of the PNIAI recognized the strength in numbers and the 
invaluable support that community brings, as key to the eventual expansion of the art history 
discipline. In 2009, Odjig looked back at this time: 
There was a need to form the Professional Native Indian Artists Inc. - the ‘Indian Group of 
Seven.’ We acknowledged and supported each other as artists when the world of fine art 
refused us entry. There was a need for transformation in how the work of artists of Native 
ancestry was understood and valued. Together we gradually broke down barriers that 
probably would have been so much more difficult faced alone. Who would have believed 
back in the seventies that three of us - Norval Morrisseau, Alex Janvier and myself - would 
become Governor General’s Laureates.153 
  
Odjig’s artist and activist journeys coincided. As an Indigenous woman, she faced gender and 
race-specific discrimination, evident not only from the vernacular used to describe her in 
journalistic media, but from the federal laws that infringed on her rights as a person. Her drive to 
educate others as a child manifested itself in a woman unafraid to create the space that did not 
yet exist for people like her, in the form of a print shop business, artist collective, and gallery. 
 
151 Elizabeth McLuhan and Tom Hill Norval Morrisseau and the Emergence of the Image 
Makers (Toronto: Art Gallery of Ontario, 1984). 
152 Alfred Young Man, “Bob Boyer and the Society of Canadian Artists of Native Ancestry 
(SCANA),” in Bob Boyer: His Life's Work (Regina: MacKenzie Art Gallery, 2008), 170. 
“It might be said that SCANA began in 1974 with that group [PNIAI], since Janvier and Odjig 
have since been among its greatest supporters.”; Joseph M. Sánchez, “Artistic Career,” 
https://www.josephmsanchez.com/about#bio. 
Groups led by Sanchez in the United States afterwards included Movimiento Artistic del Rio 
Salado (M.A.R.S.), Azoma, and Ariztlan. 




Success was in working towards what Steve Loft stated about Indigenous sovereignty and 
creating space,154 and for Odjig, it also included recognition for her achievements as an 
Indigenous artist within mainstream spaces. Odjig and the PNIAI were part of a generation who 
accomplished the breakthrough of Indigenous contemporary artists into mainstream scenes and 
















154 Loft, “It’s not open heart surgery… so… here we go…,” quoted in “‘Winnipeg, Where it all 
Began’ - Rhetorical and Visual Sovereignty and the Formation of the Professional Native Indian 
Artists Inc.,” by Mattes, 222.  
Full quote is found in the Introduction to this thesis, “As we develop a new language of art 
history that is located in Indigenous cultures, we must ‘create’ a radical space devoted to creative 




CHAPTER TWO: Daphne Odjig’s Retrospectives 1985-86 and 2007-10 
 To date there have been only two major, traveling retrospective exhibitions of Odjig’s 
work: “Daphne Odjig: A Retrospective 1946-1985,” organized by the Thunder Bay National 
Exhibition Centre and Centre for Indian Art in 1985 (now Thunder Bay Art Gallery)155 and “The 
Drawings and Paintings of Daphne Odjig: A Retrospective Exhibition,” organized by the Art 
Gallery of Sudbury and the National Gallery of Canada in 2007. The former featured 79 works 
of art in a variety of medium, spanning from 1946 to her then most recent works from 1985. This 
show was curated by Elizabeth McLuhan, a guest curator at Thunder Bay.156 The exhibition 
traveled to the Laurentian University Museum and Art Centre in Sudbury, Ontario (now the Art 
Gallery of Sudbury) from September 25 to October 20, 1985, then to The McMichael Canadian 
Collection in Kleinburg, Ontario from October 31, 1985 to January 2, 1986, before closing at the 
Woodland Indian Cultural Education Centre in Brantford, Ontario from January 24 to March 2, 
1986.  
The 2007-10 exhibition, “The Drawings and Paintings of Daphne Odjig: A Retrospective 
Exhibition,” occurred when Odjig was in her late eighties, at the will of Anishnabe artist and 
curator Bonnie Devine.157 Initially organized by the Art Gallery of Sudbury with Devine as guest 
 
155 “About the Gallery: our Story,” Thunder Bay Art Gallery, Thunder Bay, Ontario. 
https://theag.ca/about/. 
156 It is fitting that Thunder Bay, Ontario was the site of Odjig’s first major retrospective, as it 
was also where her first public solo exhibition was held in 1967 at the Lakehead Art Centre. (See 
Appendix.) 
157 “Bonnie Devine, curator: The Drawings and Paintings of Daphne Odjig: A Retrospective,” 







curator, the National Gallery of Canada joined in later as a co-organizer, providing travel support 
and catalogue publication.158 “The Drawings and Paintings of Daphne Odjig: A Retrospective 
Exhibition” traveled for several years: starting at the Art Gallery of Sudbury, from September 15 
to November 11, 2007; Kamloops Art Gallery, Kamloops, British Columbia from June 15 to 
August 31, 2008; IAIA Museum of Contemporary Native Arts (MoCNA) in Santa Fe, New 
Mexico from June 26 to September 20, 2009; 159 and National Gallery of Canada in Ottawa, 
Ontario from October 16, 2009 to January 10, 2010.160 The exhibition featured more than fifty  
drawings and paintings from 1961 to 1998. Spaced twenty-three years apart, these exhibitions 
contributed greatly to Odjig’s exposure and created a platform to advance the discourse of 
contemporary Indigenous art history in Canada, as part of the larger journey towards inclusion. 
What can the individual works and their organization, as well as the scholarship published on the 
occasion of these two exhibitions, tell us about Odjig’s oeuvre and how change over decades 
affected them and their reception? 
Despite the differences in these two retrospectives, both shows were historically 
significant and organized by prominent institutions, the first by Thunder Bay Art Gallery, a 
noteworthy place for the display and acquisition of contemporary Indigenous art, and the 2007 
 
Devine’s first major curatorial project proved enormously significant for the history of 
contemporary Indigenous art.  
158 Bonnie Devine, “Acknowledgements,” in The Drawings and Paintings of Daphne Odjig: A 
Retrospective Exhibition, (Ottawa: National Gallery of Canada, 2007) 
159 Daphne Odjig, Bonnie Devine, and Joseph M. Sanchez, The Drawings and Paintings of 
Daphne Odjig: A Retrospective Exhibition (Santa Fe, NM: Museum of Contemporary Native 
Arts, 2009). 
160 Bonnie Devine, Robert Houle, and Duke Redbird, The Drawings and Paintings of Daphne 
Odjig: A Retrospective Exhibition (Ottawa: National Gallery of Canada, 2007). 
On the inside cover page of this exhibition catalogue, the itinerary of the show includes the dates 
and institutions in this list, with the exception of the Museum of Contemporary Native Arts. 
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show by the Art Gallery of Sudbury, an institution that primarily collects and exhibits art 
relevant to the region. The audience of Odjig’s work expanded greatly from the time of the 1985 
retrospective, to her retrospective at the National Gallery of Canada in 2009-10. The need for a 
reexamination of her work was recognized, with a focus on more specific themes and 
inspirations. Through the format of a retrospective, the audience can see Odjig’s transition in 
subject matter and style from her early paintings informed by her visits to mainstream art 
institutions in Toronto, to personal and Indigenous themes based on her discoveries of herself 
and her family’s history. The 2007-10 retrospective offered a more specific presentation of 
Odjig’s work. The seven themes grouped by Devine showed the range and patterns in what Odjig 
was compelled to express. The non-specialized institutions that welcomed Odjig’s retrospective 
from 2007-10 compared to her first retrospective signals the long overdue, widespread 
acceptance of contemporary and challenging Indigenous art. 
These traveling retrospectives have added complexity to and expanded the body of work 
known to the public. Throughout her life, most of Odjig’s exhibitions were heavily geared 
toward commercial galleries and/or institutions specializing in Indigenous art and culture. 
However, at the start of her career, 1967 to 1971, she was largely ignored by commercial 
galleries. Her public exhibitions were sponsored by organizations such as the Manitoba Indian 
Brotherhood161 and the Selkirk Friendship Center and the Selkirk and District Development 
Board.162 These shows took place in locations such as community clubs, universities, and a 
 
161 Eva Wiseman, “She Paints Indian Legends,” Winnipeg Tribune, Manitoba. Circ. 245,041, 
Nov 28, 1968, DOC/CA 2 Book 2 (1971-2001), National Gallery of Canada Archives. 
162 “Art Showing Held in Selkirk,” Selkirk Enterprise, Manitoba, December 11, 1968, DOC/CA 
2 Book 2 (1971-2001), National Gallery of Canada Archives. 
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hotel.163 (See Appendix.) After 1972, she was showing regularly in solo and group exhibitions (a 
few times a year) in specialized and public galleries, including the Winnipeg Art Gallery. By 
1985, Odjig was still not shown in large institutions such as the Art Gallery of Ontario, which 
she used to frequent as a young woman, with the exception of two group exhibitions at the Royal 
Ontario Museum: Canadian Indian Art ‘74 in 1974 and a show as part of the Ethnology 
Department in 1978. Museums’ continued negligence has limited the reception and visibility of 
Odjig’s work. 
As expressed in A Paintbrush In My Hand, the pressure from commercial galleries 
sometimes affected Odjig’s decisions in her artistic production.164 For example, acrylic paintings 
sold more than any other medium, so galleries encouraged her to produce more of those. On the 
other hand, other media became areas for experimentation that were not influenced by market 
demands. Inspired by a visit to Sanchez’s home in Arizona in 1982 where they both 
experimented with monoprints, Odjig returned to watercolor painting, which she had done 
previously in the late 1950s. As stated in A Paintbrush In My Hand, “These experiments have 
not yet reached the public; her dealers find the sale of acrylic paintings more profitable, and 
Odjig’s exquisite watercolours remain private expressions of her need to create in a different 
medium.”165   
Another body of work that was not as commercially viable, and not explored in either of 
her retrospectives, are Odjig’s experiments with monoprints in 1982. As described in the 
 
163 There were no scholarly catalogues published on the occasion of these early exhibitions, as 
far as the author knows from archival research.  
164 A Paintbrush In My Hand, 93. 
165 Ibid.  
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exhibition catalogue for Daphne Odjig: Four Decades of Prints, the monoprints Odjig created 
during her visit to Sanchez’s home were more abstract.166 (Fig. 11) Sanchez described Odjig as 
“reluctant at first because she was so used to creating for a market. People were critical.”167 
These works expand our sense of Odjig’s practice - she was not only driven by the message her 
works conveyed of the richness of Indigenous culture, but also by the act of creating itself and 
collaboration.  
By the time of her first major retrospective in 1985, Odjig’s work was shown in six 
provinces of Canada, as well as internationally.168 The international exhibitions were almost 
entirely in group exhibitions: the first at Minot State University, North Dakota in 1970; EXPO 
‘70 in Osaka, Japan; she was included in a traveling show organized by the L’Agence de 
Cooperation Culturelle et Technique,169 that traveled to France and Belgium (perhaps the only 
show that did not exclusively include Indigenous artists); Gallery Anthropos in London, 
England; Contemporary Native Art of Canada - The Woodland Indians, held at the Royal 
Ontario Museum traveled to London and Lahr, Germany; Links to a Tradition, traveled to Brazil, 
with the Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development; she was included in a survey 
show of Indigenous art of North America at the Oklahoma Museum of Art; Kinder des 
Nanabush, Hamburg, Germany;170 and in 1983, Contemporary Indian and Inuit Art of Canada 
 
166 Morgan Wood, “Daphne Odjig,” in Daphne Odjig: Four Decades of Prints, exhibition 
catalogue, (Kamloops Art Gallery, Kamloops: 2005), 19. 
167 Joseph Sanchez, phone call with author, April 13, 2020. 
168 Odjig exhibited across Canada between 1967-1985: British Columbia, Alberta, 
Saskatchewan, Manitoba, Ontario, and Quebec. 
169 That organization has now become the Organisation internationale de la Francophonie. 
170 Kinder des Nanabush, exhibition catalogue (Hamburg: Interversa, 1979), Dominion Box 507, 
File 1, Indian Artists, National Gallery of Canada Archives. 
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organized by the Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development, traveled to the United 
Nations building in New York. (See Appendix.) Odjig participated in 23 solo exhibitions 
between her first in 1967 up to the year of the 1985 Thunder Bay retrospective. 
 
“Daphne Odjig: A Retrospective 1946-1985,” 1985-6 
The catalogue published to accompany “Daphne Odjig: A Retrospective 1946-1985” 
consists of a personal history of Odjig and a critical assessment of her body of work from 1946 
to 1985, the date of the exhibition. The biographical text was written by Rosamond 
Vanderburgh, who was at the time Odjig’s official biographer, and is accompanied by visuals 
that illustrate Odjig’s upbringing. Vanderburgh includes an example of one of Odjig’s childhood 
drawings copied from a magazine, a photograph of a life-size sculpture of a man by Odjig’s 
father, and a photograph of the house where she grew up in Wikwemikong, giving the reader a 
glimpse into Odjig’s earliest artistic influences. The other text written by the curator of the 
exhibition, McLuhan, periodized Odjig’s work in three groupings, largely based on chronology: 
“Early Expressionism” (1958-1963), “Raising a Native Voice” (1964-1975), and “Towards a 
Personal Vision” (1976-present (1985)). It describes a clear artistic development that mirrors the 
personal development of the artist.171 
The retrospective presents an array of early paintings made in a style from which Odjig 
veered away relatively quickly, yet their inclusion gives us a clearer understanding of the artist’s 
 
171 McLuhan and Vanderburgh, Daphne Odjig: A Retrospective, 1946-1985 (Thunder Bay, ON: 
Thunder Bay National Exhibition Centre and Centre for Indian Art, 1985). 
 The 79 works in the exhibition illustrated in the catalogue are sectioned by medium, which also 
roughly corresponds with Odjig’s chronology. For example, Odjig used oil paints in her early 
work. She leaves behind this medium when she matures as an artist. The author is assuming that 
the display mainly corresponded to the three phases expressed in the catalogue essay. 
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trajectory and process as a self-taught artist. Included is rarely seen painting from 1946, Winter 
Scene, and 16 works from 1958 to 1963 that make up “Early Expressionism.” These early 
paintings are expressionistic in style and thickly painted, mainly in oil, but also include four 
watercolors and gouaches. This period is grouped to show Odjig’s early preoccupations with 
experimenting with different European painting styles. Also seen in retrospectives by other 
prominent painters, the way artists often start their training is formalized in the tradition of the 
day, imposed by instructors. As Odjig was self-taught, she studied and copied from what was 
available to her: realistic techniques and scenes seen in magazines as a young child, then the 
European Master’s paintings of major art institutions in Toronto as an adult. Her skills were not 
overlooked, and Theatre Queue (1962) (Fig. 12) won her entry into the British Columbia 
Federation of Artists in 1963.172 The generic subject matter of these early works is reflected in 
the titles: Worshippers, Two Nudes, Trees, The Pub, Dancing Nudes, a stark contrast to the 
culturally and personally specific themes Odjig would explore starting in 1964.  
The seventeen early paintings McLuhan includes deepen our understanding of an often-
overlooked period in Odjig’s artistic journey. The viewer not only sees change and growth in 
terms of subject manner, but also is drawn to similarities in rhythm and the circular organic 
shapes which are both seen later in her work. As stated in A Paintbrush In My Hand, “Odjig’s 
most obvious symbol is the circle, which she uses as composition, element, and motif.”173 
McLuhan looks closer at a watercolor titled Birds in Flight (1958). (Fig. 13) She states: 
“Although less linear, Birds in Flight reveals the predisposition for curvilinear lines and 
 
172 Devine, “From Resistance to Renewal,” 20. 
Theatre Queue was submitted by Winnie, Odjig’s sister. 
173 A Paintbrush In My Hand, 61. 
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overlapping or layered figures.”174 The ovoid shapes of the birds and the rounded direction of 
lines are characteristic of future paintings, such as Within the Lodge (1983). (Fig. 14) 
The grouping entitled “Raising a Native Voice” comprises works completed between 
1964 and 1975. This body of work consists of a wide range of medium, style, and subject matter. 
Included are three of Odjig’s collages: Thunderbird Woman (1971) (Fig. 4); Autumn Leaves 
(1971); and Medicine Man (1972). In these collages Odjig used seeds, shells, acorns, feathers, 
nuts, leaves, and fishbones with acrylic on canvas board. In Thunderbird Woman, the figure 
comes alive and is brought closer to the viewer and the earth through the actual feathers and 
other natural elements adhered to the surface. The great sense of movement from the 
Thunderbird’s stance and the activated negative space that reverberates around her is heightened 
through Odjig’s use of textured materials. Several reviewers wrote about Odjig's collages during 
a 1969 exhibition and praised her for creatively using an antique coffee grinder to grind the 
natural elements added to her collage.175 To have them on display, included within the timeline 
of her decades-long output, enriches our understanding of the artist. (These works are still largely 
understudied, and some are no longer extant.176 At least one was lost in transit when Odjig 
traveled to Yugoslavia to attend the Smotra Folk Festival in 1971.)177 
The period McLuhan calls “Towards a Personal Vision” lauds the works Odjig began 
making in 1976 through the time of the exhibition. McLuhan signals 1976 as a “major turning 
 
174 McLuhan, “Daphne Odjig: Her Art,” in Daphne Odjig: A Retrospective, 1946-1985, 21. 
175 Janice McAndless, “Artist Daphne Odjig Uses Peanut Shells and String,” Winnipeg Free 
Press, Manitoba. Circ. 131,695, February 22, 1969. DOC/CA 2 Book 2 (1971-2001), National 
Gallery of Canada Archives. 
176 Joseph Sanchez, phone call with author, April 13, 2020. 
177 A Paintbrush In My Hand, 64. 
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point” in Odjig’s life and her artistic output.178 The first half of the decade had been consumed 
by Odjig’s business and life in the city of Winnipeg as one of the members of the PNIAI, and her 
gallery a space for social and professional development among the Indigenous artists. She also 
traveled to Jerusalem on a commission, which McLuhan sees as a “watershed in her formal 
development” resulting “in a heightened use of contrasting primary colours and a return to arcs 
and curvilinear formlines.”179 She relinquished control of her gallery and moved back to British 
Columbia, back into nature, and a “more personal and private existence.”180 This was also the 
period when she began painting on a larger scale. The works that followed in acrylic have, in 
general, smooth, clean lines, and less texture, with solid areas of unmixed color, than the output 
of the early 1970s. (See Fig. 3 for an example of a highly textured acrylic painting, From Mother 
Earth Flows the River of Life, 1973) Many take on a personal, and sometimes autobiographical, 
nature, such as Roots.181 (Fig. 15 McLuhan describes the triptych: “She traces her personal 
odyssey and Indian beginnings, her venture into the white world and back to a renewed sense of 
herself and her own culture.”182 The story of life on the reserve with her family, her experiences 
with racism, and then her restored inner self as an Indigenous woman is broken up into three 
panels, connected by a continuous, flowing line, seen previously in The Indian in Transition. 
 
178 McLuhan, “Daphne Odjig: Her Art,” 31.  
179 Ibid.  
180 Ibid. 30. 
181 Ibid., 32.  
McLuhan also marks the autobiographical turn in these works as further removing her from the 
Woodland genre. This is true in terms of subject matter. It should be noted, however, that the 
texture and mixed colors seen in her paintings prior to 1976, in the early 1970s, also do not align 
with Woodlands.  
182 Ibid., 32.  
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Though the majority of press for Odjig’s exhibitions has been positive, this turn toward 
autobiographical subject matter incited some criticism, due to the press’s expectations of legend 
paintings that had a discernible narrative.183 Donald Floyd’s 1977 article in the Winnipeg 
Tribune, “New Odjig hard to assess,” disparages her recent painting, They Wound My Spirit as 
not accessible to the viewer.184 Floyd writes that the title negatively affects the viewer’s 
experience of the work, as it is not made clear who “They” is. There is not a clear, already 
written narrative of a specific Anishnabe legend for a white audience to follow. The piece refers 
more generally to the intangible hurt Odjig experienced. It is most likely for this reason that 
Floyd reacted negatively to the ambiguous title and execution. Unfortunately, I was not able to 
find an image of the work to assess Floyd’s view in depth. 
“Daphne Odjig: A Retrospective 1946-1985” attracted some criticism, according to an 
article published in the Brantford Expositor on February 14, 1986. “Exhibition at Woodland 
sparks controversy” is the headline, written by Rob Reid. In the first sentence Reid claims, 
“Daphne Odjig’s retrospective exhibition ignites heated debate wherever it is shown.”185 Based 
on my research, I was not able to find any other negative press for this exhibition; however, since 
the show was in 1985, I cannot rule out its existence. The journalist sums up the general 
criticism: “Detractors see in Ms. Odjig a derivative and commercially self-conscious artist who 
 
183 A Paintbrush In My Hand, 84. 
The authors of Paintbrush also cite Floyd’s article as an example of critical press during this 
“shift from story-telling to self-expression.” 
184  Donald Floyd, “New Odjig hard to assess,” Winnipeg Tribune, Manitoba, Circ. 90,395, 
March 26, 1977, DOC/CA 2 Book 2 (1971-2001), National Gallery Archives. 
185 Rob Reid, “Exhibition at Woodland sparks controversy,” Brantford Expositor, Brantford, ON, 
February 14, 1986, DOC/CA Book 3 (2001-2015), National Gallery Archives. 
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palls in comparison with artists of the stature of Norval Morrisseau.”186 Reid goes on to point out 
the flaws in that mindset: “A more balanced examination, however, reveals an artist whose style, 
subject matter and scale have evolved to give shape to her own personal vision.”187 Despite this 
awareness, Reid continues to compare Odjig to Morrisseau, disparaging her depiction of legends 
as ill-informed and “lack[ing] the raw emotional power of Mr. Morrisseau’s.”188 This is, of 
course, just one example of many of a female artist held in comparison to her supposed male 
counterpart, instead of being evaluated on her own terms. 
Although the show was a key moment for the artist and for female Indigenous artists 
generally, it offered somewhat limited exposure because it only traveled within Ontario, and two 
of the four venues were institutions geared towards Indigenous art. Odjig maintained that her life 
and work were inherently connected, meaning her identity as an Indigenous woman was and 
continues to be central to understanding and appreciating her art. The retrospective clearly shows 
the audience her transition toward specific Indigenous themes from her early paintings. The 
presentation of this retrospective at specialized institutions reinforced her identity as Indigenous, 
enriching the minds of the viewers as to what Indigenous art can be. It was not until 2009 that a 
solo exhibition of Odjig’s work would be shown at a major art institution and reach a much 
wider audience at the National Gallery of Canada. By comparing the two retrospectives, we see 
how the interconnectedness of Odjig’s work and life was understood and exemplified in both 
shows with different curatorial approaches: the first based mainly on chronology and medium, 
with the later following subject matter.  
 





“The Drawings and Paintings of Daphne Odjig: A Retrospective Exhibition,” 2007-10 
In the 2007-10 exhibition, curator Bonnie Devine chose to divide the works by seven 
subjects: “Our History,” “Our Legends,” “Pow Wow,” “Tales from the Smokehouse,” “Our 
Land,” “The Artist’s Life,” and “Our Families.” The distribution of works within each section is 
balanced, five-eight works in each, with the exception of “Our Legends,” which includes 16 
works from the 1960s and 1970s. Unlike Odjig’s first retrospective that displayed the various 
media the artist explored, this exhibition did not include her prints or her realistic pen and ink 
drawings. The carefully curated groupings of the works, however, succeed in showcasing 
Odjig’s versatility as a person and artist, and highlighted the many subjects that were important 
to her beliefs. For example, we see Odjig as an environmentalist in the “Our Land” section that 
displays paintings of trees and other natural landscapes. 
“Our Land” focuses on the work Odjig made after she parted from city life (with the 
exception of Mother Earth Struggles for Survival, 1975) and went to live and work in the 
countryside of British Columbia. In a video made on the occasion of this exhibition’s travel to 
the McMichael Canadian Art Collection, Odjig and Devine discuss the significance of “Our 
Land.” Odjig stresses her role as an environmentalist and her strong feelings against 
deforestation. In the oil pastel on paper People of the Forest (1981) (Fig. 16), which was also 
displayed in the 1985 Thunder Bay retrospective, Odjig portrays both the human figures and the 
forest around them as reduced, tall graphic forms, emphasizing the commonality of upward 
growth. The figures in both Harmony and the Universe (1986) and The Oneness of It All (1985) 
(Fig. 17) are seemingly encased within the stems and trunks of the plants. In The Oneness of It 
All, the human bodies are almost liquid as they fill to take the form of the gently sloping tree 
trunks. Odjig's statement, reflected in the painting and its title, as well as reiterated in her 
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spectacular From Mother Earth Flows the River of Life (1973), is that we all derive from Mother 
Earth and should care for Earth as one.  
In privileging Odjig’s erotica paintings in their own section, “Tales from the 
Smokehouse,” Devine adds a layer that further removes Odjig from the Woodlands Style, which 
has been criticized as a limiting categorization of the artist.189 In 1974, German anthropologist 
Dr. Herbert Schwarz commissioned Odjig to illustrate his book Tales from the Smokehouse, an 
anthology of Native erotic stories, which were traditionally used to teach moral values and 
“comment humourously on the foibles of human sexuality.”190 Odjig took on the task, creating 
several paintings used to accompany the text. These works are explicit in their depictions of 
sexual acts and genitalia and also recount a narrative. (See Fig. 18, The Medicine Dream, acrylic 
on paper (1970). This painting depicts a figure with breasts connected to a sac filled with male 
genitalia.) Devine notes the courage that it took to take on a subject that is considered taboo in 
the mainstream, especially for that time.191 
Devine’s catalogue essay, “From Resistance to Renewal,” provides a critical examination 
of the way modern and contemporary Indigenous art history has been considered and 
acknowledges the grave exclusions from the mainstream artworld. She describes the pre and 
postcolonial history of Manitoulin Island and Wikwemikong, where Odjig grew up, and the 
 
189 “Daphne Odjig Artist at the McMichael,” Canadian Art Channel, October 27, 2008. 
190 Greg Beaty, “Exposed: Aesthetics of Aboriginal Erotic Art,” Artichoke, Spring 2000, 35. 
Binder 1967/1985, donated by Winnifred Christian. National Gallery of Canada Archives.  
This is an exhibition review for Exposed: Aesthetics of Aboriginal Erotic Art displayed at the 
MacKenzie Art Gallery in Regina (September 24 - December 5, 1999).; Herbert Schwarz and 
Daphne Odjig, Tales from the Smokehouse (Edmonton: Hurtig Publishers, 1974). 
191 Only one painting from Tales from the Smokehouse was included in the 1985 retrospective, 
The Evil Spell (1971). 
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Anishnabec, in order to give an insightful look into the origins and evolution of Odjig’s style, 
informed from the visual “structure of the Anishnabec.”192 In her Introduction, Devine discusses 
the inherent issues in Eurocentric terminology and notes the recent changes within the artworld: 
Yet, while [Odjig’s] diverse aesthetic investigations and innovations place her outside 
any one stylistic genre, her themes and imagery remain consistently and distinctly 
Aboriginal. Disappointingly, curatorial and critical conventions regarding the work of the 
first generation of Native artists to emerge in the mid twentieth century have, until 
recently, kept her and her contemporaries outside the purview of most contemporary art 
discourse.193  
 
Devine summarizes how, although Odjig’s work does evade simple categorization, her work is 
informed by Indigenous themes. These themes are sometimes specific, such as the depiction of 
Anishnabe legend figures, or “pan-Indian,” meaning they speak generally to Indigenous 
spirituality. When Odjig’s work expresses autobiographical themes, they too are informed by 
Indigeneity. Despite the complexity of her work, Odjig and other Indigenous artists of her time 
have often grouped together, their individual intricacies blended and overlooked.  
Robert Houle provides the second essay in the exhibition catalogue, “Odjig: A Pictorial 
Style in Transition” focusing on The Indian in Transition (1978).194 Houle brings the younger 
generation of contemporary Indigenous artists into the discussion of Odjig’s work that have not 
been associated with her before, such as Rebecca Belmore. Situating her within the multi-media, 
diverse output of contemporary Indigenous arts of the day, Houle emphasizes her continued 
relevance and influence. In addition to the two essays written by Houle and Devine, Duke 
 
192 Devine, “From Resistance to Renewal,” 25. 
193 Devine, “Introduction,” in The Drawings and Paintings of Daphne Odjig, 13. 
194 Robert Houle, “Odjig: A Pictorial Style in Transition,” in The Drawings and Paintings of 
Daphne Odjig: A Retrospective Exhibition, 37-43. 
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Redbird contributed a poem honoring and expressing his gratitude for Odjig: “Thank You 
Daphne Odjig, Thank You and Megwitch.”195 
The latest and largest museum exhibition of Odjig’s work would have been an excellent 
opportunity to showcase more of her later work—circa 1990-2007—which has not garnered as 
much attention. Of the 58 works, however, only six were from after 1985, two were from the 
1990s, with the latest work being the acrylic on canvas My Patchwork Quilt (1998). According 
to curator Jann L.M. Bailey’s interview with the artist in 2015, Odjig was at the time continuing 
to create work daily.196  
 The exhibition “The Drawings and Prints of Daphne Odjig” showcased just how diverse 
Odjig’s work was in terms of subject matter, from depictions of her family to illustrations of 
erotic legends and provided a reconsideration of the artist’s oeuvre in the context of 2007. It 
succeeded through Devine’s poignant essay in criticizing the period of discrimination in Odjig’s 
life, and Houle’s contribution in bringing the literature of Odjig in connection with practicing, 





195 Duke Redbird, “Thank You Daphne Odjig Thank You and Megwitch,” in The Drawings and 
Paintings of Daphne Odjig: A Retrospective Exhibition, 45-46. 
196 Jann L.M. Bailey, “Daphne Odjig: Trailblazer and Advocate,” McMichael Magazine, Issue 3, 
Summer & Fall 2015. Kleinberg, Ontario, 8. 
https://lifeonplanetword.files.wordpress.com/2011/04/mcm_mag_issue_3_v15c_singles.pdf 
197 Houle, “Odjig: A Pictorial Style in Transition,” 37-43. 
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“The Drawings and Paintings of Daphne Odjig: A Retrospective Exhibition” and “Daphne 
Odjig: A Retrospective” Compared  
The artworld went through a notable change in attitude regarding the work of Indigenous 
artists in the period between 1985 and 2007. In 1992, an effort to raise public awareness of the 
issues of the historiography of Indigenous art can be seen in two large group exhibitions: “Land, 
Spirit, Power: First Nations at the National Gallery of Canada” and “INDIGENA” at the 
Canadian Museum of History. These two exhibitions introduced the public to a range of artists 
they may not have been familiar with before, providing an opportunity for non-Native Canadians 
to, as described by Scott Watson in a review of the two exhibitions, “begin to question the 
various fictions most of us hold about native people.”198 In their display, both institutions made a 
statement that these works merit equal exposure and study as any Eurocentric work shown in 
their galleries.199  
The 2009-10 installation of “The Drawings and Paintings of Daphne Odjig” at the 
National Gallery is a significant marker of success for Odjig, and for the institution. As detailed 
by Greg Hill in his preface to Norval Morrisseau’s 2006 exhibition at the Gallery: “The National 
Gallery is the keeper of the nation’s art treasures and an important part of its mandate is to make 
these visual riches as widely available as possible to all people in Canada.”200 The press praised 
Odjig’s retrospective at the Gallery and the institution acquired three of Odjig’s works for their 
 
198 Scott Watson, “Whose Nation?” Canadian Art, Spring 1993, 34. 
199 The impression was, however, that the exhibition at the National Gallery did not challenge the 
institution to the degree that the work in the Museum of History did. “INDIGENA” was curated 
by two Indigenous curators and the content of the work exhibited was more political.  
200  Greg A. Hill, Preface of Norval Morrisseau, Shaman Artist, 2006.  
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permanent collection.201 The first solo exhibition of an Indigenous artist at the National Gallery 
preceded Odjig by just a few short years: “Norval Morrisseau, Shaman Artist” opened on 
February 3, 2006. This show traveled to both the Smithsonian and the IAIA Museum of 
Contemporary Native Arts (MoCNA) in the United States and the institution published a longer, 
more deeply researched exhibition book.202 Odjig was, however, the first female First Nations 
artist to have a solo exhibition at the National Gallery.203  
“The Drawings and Prints of Daphne Odjig” came at a time when mainstream institutions 
started to take serious measures to present contemporary Indigenous art. This is illustrated 
through the variety of institutions the held the exhibition, in comparison to the 1985 
retrospective. The exhibition was able to travel to the United States, at the will of Joseph 
Sanchez, a former member of the PNIAI and a close friend of Odjig’s, a feat not achievable at 
the time of the 1985 Thunder Bay exhibition. According to Sanchez, who was the Chief Curator 
and Interim Director of the MoCNA in Santa Fe at the time, the show was one of the most 
popular the museum had seen, rivaling that of Morrisseau’s exhibition there a few years prior.204  
 
201 Lara Bradley, “Finally, Odjig’s work recognized,” The Sudbury Star, September 20, 2007.  
This article celebrates the opening of “The Drawings and Paintings of Daphne Odjig: A 
Retrospective Exhibition”. The language of the subtitle for this article expresses the 
monumentality of the exhibition: “Sudbury exhibit just the first stop for a brilliant but often 
overlooked artist”.; “National Gallery Annual Report, 2009-10,” National Gallery of Canada, 
Ottawa, Ontario, 53. 
https://www.gallery.ca/sites/default/files/documents/planning%20and%20reporting/RA_NGC_E
.pdf 
202 Hill, “Preface,” in Norval Morrisseau: Shaman Artist, 11. 
203 Racette, 320.  
Seven years prior, Marion Tuu’luq became the first Inuit woman to have a solo exhibition at the 
National Gallery of Canada. 
204 Joseph Sanchez, email message to author, March 30, 2020. 
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There is considerable overlap in the works displayed in both retrospectives, in particular 
the works done in acrylic, yet in their curation, they emphasize different phases of Odjig’s 
oeuvre. Both shows include larger works, Odjig’s preferred format: notably, the autobiographical 
triptych Roots (1979), Rebirth of a Culture (1979), the diptych Spiritual Renewal (1984), as well 
as her depictions of the Nanabush and Thunderbird. The 2007-10 retrospective chose to magnify 
her drawings and paintings made primarily in the 1960s and 70s, while the 1985 retrospective 
provided a more insightful, deeper look into Odjig’s early paintings from 1958-1963. Although 
there is one collage included in the 2007-10 retrospective, Thunderbird Woman (1971), its 
medium line in the catalogue reads as simply mixed media on board. The 1985 show included 
three collages, with detailed medium lines in the catalogue: The one for Thunderbird Woman 
reads “collage on canvasboard: acrylic, feathers, leaves, nuts, shells.”205 Devine groups 
Thunderbird Woman within “Our Legends”, along with works painted and drawn in varied 
mediums: acrylic, pastel, oil pastel, gouache, and colored pencil, from 1968-74, emphasizing, 
perhaps in a clearer way, Odjig’s drive to depict specific and “pan-Indian” legends no matter the 
medium. 
Highlighting the differences in the exhibition catalogues reveals a change in attitudes, a 
look back at the treatment of Indigenous arts, and the possibilities that are achievable with 
support from a major institution such as the National Gallery of Canada. The publication 
department of the National Gallery was involved in producing a catalogue that could be 
translated from English into Anishnabe and French, reaching a wider audience. The 1985 
catalogue does not deal with the broader history of exclusion Indigenous artists have faced. In 
detailing Odjig’s history of discrimination, it is brief and does not acknowledge how the 
 
205 Daphne Odjig: A Retrospective 1946-1985, 56.  
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dismissiveness of art critics in regard to Native art has impacted the reception of Odjig’s work. 
In Devine’s catalogue essay, “From Resistance to Renewal,” however, the reader senses the 
author’s urgency and anger at the past injustices and discusses the relevance of this mindset in 
terms of the visibility and assessment of Odjig’s work. She refers specifically to curator 
Jacqueline Fry’s language of “prisoner” in regard to Odjig. Devine comments on the atrocity of 
Fry’s language: 
A prisoner. What does that mean to a person, a woman, an artist, who is attempting to 
locate her position within the grand narrative of human artistic endeavor and stand 
outside a Modernist, anthropological perspective? And what does it say that Odjig must, 
in 1996, assert that - guess what? - she has ‘absorbed’ and, yes, “embraced” some aspects 
of non-Indian culture. How strict, one wonders, does the requirement for racial and 
cultural purity yet remain?206 
 
Devine points to Fry's word choice, "prisoner," as an assumption on Fry's part that Odjig lacks 
agency. Devine rejects Fry’s narrow understanding of Odjig’s culture and influences and the 
notion that Odjig is stuck. In the catalogue, Devine focuses not only on Odjig's life and work, but 
on the socio-political history that has negatively affected her. This is emblematic of how 
conversations have changed from 1985 to 2007; Devine does not hesitate to call out previous 
chauvinistic language and exclusionary practices.  
Both retrospectives succeed in presenting the public with an artist whose life experiences 
and identity are integral to understanding her extensive work. As there are not many publications 
dedicated to a study of Odjig’s life and work, the catalogues for these two shows contribute 
significantly to the scholarship of the artist. The exhibitions distinguished Odjig from the 
Woodlands school that she is often associated with, presenting a more in-depth examination of 
the artist. They accomplished this through bringing together the variety of style and subject 
 
206 Devine, “From Resistance to Renewal,” 27. 
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matter of her oeuvre and explicitly addressed in the catalogue essays how she evades any one 
categorization. The undeniable success of the 2007-10 retrospective shows that the public had 
been waiting for Odjig to have a major show at the National Gallery. Though not included in 
either of Odjig’s retrospectives, the monumental The Indian in Transition (1978) is thoroughly 
discussed in both exhibition catalogues. This inclusion is a testament to the painting – even if it 
could not be displayed, it cannot be left out of the story of Odjig’s oeuvre. The next chapter 



















CHAPTER THREE: The Indian in Transition 
The Indian in Transition, a large acrylic painting on canvas completed in 1978, is widely 
considered Odjig’s masterpiece by art critics, journalists, and historians.207 (Fig. 6) There is no 
single impetus that motivated the artist to make this painting. Her motivation appears to have 
been more generalized and to exceed her own experience or biography. It is in many ways both a 
history painting and a collective portrait. With paint and brush, Odjig channeled 
intergenerational trauma. It is a story that began before her. The work tells the continuing history 
of colonization, with four discernable parts: peaceful life before colonization, European arrival, 
forced assimilation and its devastating effects on Indigenous people, and finally a resurgence of 
culture and hope for the future. 
This chapter will examine the circumstances in which Odjig made this work, the narrative 
of its display between its initial unveiling in 1978 to its relocation in 2006, and how critics, 
curators, and other artists came to associate it with Picasso's Guernica (1937). Odjig’s own 
written interpretation and directions for how to read the painting will be included. Scholarship 
and media will bring to light The Indian in Transition’s historicization from its first installation 
in 1978 to Odjig’s major retrospective in 2007.  
In 1974, Dr. W.E. Taylor Jr., the Director of the National Museum of Man, known today 
as the Canadian Museum of History, approached Odjig with a commission to make the biggest 
 
207 It is also referred to as a mural. The Indian in Transition is related to the history of murals 
capturing several phases of a story over time in one continuous space. Two other commissioned 
works she completed that are also referred to as murals are The Great Flood (1971) and The 
Creation of the World, 1972, painted on a curved wall of the Manitoba Museum. It could be 
argued that The Indian in Transition acts as a mural and a painting; it was intended to be 
installed in a public, accessible space, but it was not painted directly on a wall. 
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painting she could, with no other specific requirements.208 Dr. Taylor is quoted in The Native 
Perspective: “I walked into Daphne’s gallery in Winnipeg and told her I would like to undertake 
a commission to do anything she chose for the National Collections- no matter what medium; 
what topic; what price or what time span.”209 Odjig had previously completed several other 
commissions for large paintings, including The Great Flood, a 1971 mural for Peguis High 
School in Manitoba and From Mother Earth Flows the River of Life for the Royal Ontario 
Museum in Toronto in 1973.210 Such a commission from the Museum of Man was a major 
milestone for Odjig because it gave her great freedom to determine the theme and size of her 
work. The approximately 8 x 27 ft. painting was not completed until 1978, four years after 
Taylor’s request. The actual painting process supposedly occurred during an intensely focused 
period from January through March of 1978, after the artist moved from the city of Winnipeg to 
nearby Lake Shuswap in British Columbia.211 It was not a process without its frustrations, but as 
her “giant child” was finally leaving her studio to be shown to the public, she realized that that 
size was not intimidating after all, and she said she felt a profound sense of satisfaction at the 
scale and the result.212  
 
208 Melissa Lazore, “Odjig’s Painting,” The Native Perspective 3, no. 1, (1978): 2. DOC/CA 2 
Book 2 (1971-2001), National Gallery of Canada Archives. 
The Native Perspective was “Canada’s only Native national magazine” and published by the 
National Association of Friendship Centres. 
209 Lazore, “Odjig’s Painting,” The Native Perspective. 
210 LaVallee, 7: Professional Native Indian Artists Inc., 78. 
211 Vanderburgh, “Daphne Odjig: Her Life,” 14.  
Odjig chose to put her gallery into the hands of new owners, who changed the name from 
Warehouse to Wah-sa Gallery and moved to the mountains, where she could be free from the 
pressures and time commitments that accompanied her life in the city.  
212 A Paintbrush In My Hand, 83. 
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This period between 1974 and 1978 was enormously productive and significant for the 
artist. She traveled internationally during this time for a commission by EL Airlines to complete 
works depicting Jerusalem.213 The PNIAI was also exhibiting together frequently between 1974-
76. (See Appendix) A Paintbrush In My Hand marks the late 1970s as the period when Odjig’s 
work comes to a “fully developed and unique style.”214 After Odjig had retreated from Winnipeg 
to move back to British Columbia in 1976, her work took on more personal themes.  
At first regard, The Indian in Transition appears busy, with numerous human forms in 
different expressions and not many places for the eye to rest. Compositionally, the painting 
moves steadily across its horizontally oriented plane, with no single focus. The horizontally 
oriented piece tells a narrative that can be divided into parts that flow into one another: It begins 
with a view of life before European arrival, full and rich with an already established culture, then 
continues through the painful process of forced assimilation and imposition of European rule, 
and ends with an Indigenous cultural renaissance. This unity is accomplished by strong 
formlines, consistency of tones, and a flat, smoothly painted texture.215 The color palette of earth 
tones mixed with bright primary colors remains more or less consistent throughout the painting. 
Due to its size and shape, there are different ways to read this work: One can absorb it all 
at once by standing several feet back, or the viewer may choose to get close, walk the length of 
it, physically traveling through each part of the story, one at a time. Odjig’s description of The 
 
213 LaVallee, 7: Professional Native Indian Artists Inc., 78. 
214 A Paintbrush In My Hand, 88. 
215 Odjig’s From Mother Earth Flows the River of Life (1973) shows us a different treatment of 
the acrylic paint than seen in The Indian in Transition. With similarly formed figures and use of 
continuous, undulating lines often seen in her work, From Mother Earth is highly textured with 




Indian in Transition is recorded in A Paintbrush In My Hand, giving invaluable insight into the 
artist’s own interpretation. Odjig indicates that the painting should be read from left to right. She 
remarks: 
The story begins on the left of the canvas, depicting an Indian drummer. The drum is 
most important throughout the painting, as it represents the total cultural beliefs and 
traditions of the Indian people developed and practised over thousands of years. The 
Thunderbird is hovering over the drummer and the people - a symbol of protection and 
guardianship. 
 
The face of Earthmother, or Mother Earth, is shown, quiet and serene. The Indians 
considered themselves “children of the earth” and an intense affinity with Nature existed 
- Earthmother was the mother of all mankind.216 
 
In A Paintbrush In My Hand, Odjig identifies specific characters. On the far left, she indicates 
“…an Indian drummer.”217 The “Indian drummer” has expressive, colorful hair and a diamond 
shaped nose, with a blue arm beating a decorated drum. Thin, black, wavy lines extend out from 
the fingers of the drummer, reaching the other figures and further grouping them together 
visually and symbolically. She also identifies Thunderbird, who hovers at the top of the canvas. 
There is an undeniable sense of harmony and community that engages these characters, that 
changes within the second and third quadrant of the painting.  
The attitude changes as the eye moves across the painting toward the second quadrant. 
The thin, ever-expanding lines stop, and we are introduced to smiling, strikingly white figures, 
riding a curving, sinister snake with red teeth. These ominous figures approach the harmonious 
scene. Odjig describes: 
Two astonished scouts are shown looking out over the water as a huge boat approaches. 
The boat is full of extremely pale-skinned people that look human, but most of them have 
blue eyes and strange clothes. One of the men is dressed in all black. The boss man in 
 
216 A Paintbrush In My Hand, 89. 
217 Ibid., 89. 
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front of the ship is waving a pretty flag - all red, white and blue colours. They all have 
smiles on their faces and look friendly enough.  
 
A third scout senses something wrong. The front of the boat appears to hum to take on 
the appearance of a snake’s head, and yet the snake begins to smile also. The scout 
becomes frightened, and grasps his drum close to his body, turning his back to the 
docking ship. The first two scouts continue to stare at the strange ship with mixed 
feelings of anxiety and curiosity. They would turn their back also, but the pale visitors 
look so kind and friendly.218 
 
As Odjig indicates, the two scouts are looking ahead to face the waves carrying the newcomers. 
The “boss man” or captain, at the helm wears a blue jacket with hard, yellow buttons. The smiles 
seen on the white faces are sharp, and not seen on the Indigenous characters. Odjig mentions 
twice the apparent friendliness of these visitors, emphasizing the cruel deception that is about to 
occur. White fingers grasp the edge of the snake-boat, hands eager to take. Below them are two 
broken drums. The sharp, fractured lines, like the teeth of the snake above, stand out amongst the 
dominant curving lines of the painting, almost as if the crushing weight of the serpent boat has 
split them in two.  
In the third part of the story, the viewer is introduced to a bleak scene of empty or closed 
eyes, chaotic piling of figures, horror and pain. The bright yellow is put aside. Odjig describes 
this section of the painting in detail:  
Rather than depict spasmodic White and Indian wars which of course did take place and 
were of relatively short duration, I chose to paint the greater war - the subtle and perhaps 
even well-meaning warfare instituted against and in opposition to an established culture - 
a war still in progress today.  
 
I have shown the Indian people symbolically locked and/or relocated in a large bottle. 
Within the bottle are faceless people, with a lost or almost forgotten identity. In the bottle 
are such things as a fallen cross, an empty whiskey bottle, wrecked cars, slums, broken 
drums, poverty, desolation and decay. Evident also is despair as evidenced by Mother 
Earth’s presence, ravish, emaciated and broken. 
 
 
218 A Paintbrush In My Hand, 89. 
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… at the narrow neck of the bottle sits a bureaucrat … he is a large plump man who fills 
the neck of the bottle, and it is difficult if not impossible to squeeze through. Many 
attempt to climb up the bottle and squeeze by the plump man, but the bureaucrat has a 
‘book of rules and regulations’ in his hands, and the rules are harsh and uncompromising. 
Many lack the inward security, and after several attempts to get out of the bottle, turn 
instead to another bottle within the confines of hopelessness, and escape from life in the 
only way that appears temporarily effective.219  
 
Odjig comments directly on the plague of alcoholism as stemming from forced, violent 
assimilation and loss of culture. The figure with the white face at the very top of the canvas is 
reading, seemingly dictating. Houle interprets this man as a priest with a Bible.220 This section 
depicting forced assimilation is representative of both a general history and a more personal one, 
influenced by Odjig’s time spent with the Cree of Chemawawin, as described in A Paintbrush In 
My Hand: “The demoralization of the Chemahawin people is encapsulated within the bottle.”221 
  In the last section of the painting, Odjig makes a visual connection to the very beginning, 
before colonization. The Thunderbird is reintroduced, along with the color yellow, here in the 
shape of the sun. Similar details in the figures’ hair and faces reappear. The wavy thin lines are 
also shown again, flying and extending out from the repaired drum. Odjig describes this last 
section:  
The final statement is ongoing, the end is not in sight. It is however more hopeful. Some 
actually are escaping, with their drum. For the first time since the arrival of the white 
man, the drum is intact and colourful. Two young people are depicted, proud and secure, 
off to a Pow Wow. The Thunderbird is once again shown with protective arms reaching 
out to the people. The sun is shining. Other people are visible on different levels in 
various walks of life, moving with determination into the future. Once again there is 
some security, for these people have rediscovered who and what they are, and believe 
they know where they are going. And they are still Indians, not brown whitemen! They 
have been able to harmonize their cultural beliefs within a changing world - they have 
 
219 A Paintbrush In My Hand, 89-90. 
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been attempting to retain the best of two cultures and above all, they are proud to be 
Indians. This is not the end of the story, but for some a new beginning.222  
 
A figure who managed to escape from the bottle of oppression hugs the decorated face of the 
drum. Odjig depicts a group of differently colored figures retreat into the depths of the painting, 
under the wing of Thunderbird, their long, braided hair facing the viewer, moving toward 
freedom. Odjig shows us that Indigenous culture has not been erased completely, and the people 
will persevere.  
Though she maintained that art was the only method she was comfortable expressing 
herself through, this text included above from A Paintbrush In My Hand proves that Odjig was a 
very gifted storyteller, a tradition inherited from her family. There is the story she tells through 
paint and brush in The Indian in Transition, and the narrative transcribed from speech in A 
Paintbrush In My Hand, published in 1992. The narrative Odjig told orally through Vanderburgh 
and Southcott in A Paintbrush In My Hand is invaluable to our understanding of the painting. 
Symbols and characters are given names and Odjig’s intention to depict the war against culture is 
explicitly stated. Her own personal experience, the pain and endurance she witnessed in 
Easterville while observing the Cree of Chemawawin, and the cultural richness of her bloodline 
before her all seamlessly come together in this narrative. 
An examination of the preparatory works for The Indian in Transition give insight into 
Odjig’s process in composing the ultimate work. Odjig used the sketches she made of the Cree of 
Chemawawin as source material, due to the hardships they endured after forced relocation to 
Easterville.223 Study for Indian in Transition (1975) (Fig. 7) exhibits intricate detail done in a 
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combination of medium that is left out of the final acrylic painting.224 It gives us a detailed, 
zoomed in picture of most of the third section of The Indian in Transition. It is similar 
compositionally, yet there are more colors, textures, and formal elements that were simplified or 
reduced in the ultimate work. The fallen, almost melted cross is much smaller in scale than in the 
final painting and appears to float and flow into the negative space. In this study, this part of the 
story is isolated, taken out of context: The shape of the bottle Odjig describes enveloping the 
scene below is easier to discern. The viewer gets this impression from the scene in The Indian in 
Transition as well, yet it is striking to see the study from which it was derived.  
Another prominent scholar in this field, Robert Houle, uses The Indian in Transition as 
the center of a larger discussion about Odjig’s contribution to Canadian art history. In his 
catalogue essay for Odjig’s 2007-10 retrospective, “The Drawings and Paintings of Daphne 
Odjig,” Houle notes the painting as an accomplishment, a “truly signature piece.” Indeed, the 
figures of the Thunderbird and the drum, and undulating, interconnecting rhythm of line are all 
recognizable characteristics of Odjig, seen in many works before and following The Indian in 
Transition.225  
Many scholars have emphasized the artwork’s importance by categorizing it using the 
language of masterpiece or masterwork. This approach can be limiting, and expose the western 
lens through which we view Indigenous art.  Scholars generally use the term to indicate that the 
artist completed the work at the peak of their career; the masterpiece is a culmination of 
 
224 Part of the National Gallery of Canada’s permanent collection, the current medium line for 
this study is acrylic and graphite on paper. Upon examining this work in the Study Room at the 
Gallery, the author of this paper, in conversation with conservators, came to the conclusion that 
the medium line is incomplete. Awaiting confirmation, but watercolor, gouache, and/or ink may 
have also been used to complete this work. 
225 Houle, “Odjig: A Pictorial Style in Transition,” 37-38.  
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everything the artist has learned, experienced, and endured up until that point. It can be the most 
technically advanced for the artist, and/or be politically inclined or personally potent, provoking 
the viewer in some significant way. The masterpiece becomes recognizable as the signature of 
the artist; it not only looms large in our minds, but may also be literally, physically large. The 
Indian in Transition fits neatly into this notion of the masterpiece.  In many cases, the single 
masterpiece is well-studied by scholars and often used as a point of reference when discussing 
other works; it is the hinge or the apex around which much of the artist’s other work is discussed. 
Although there can be many definitions for what a masterpiece entails, one should acknowledge 
the baggage that the label brings with it.226 In our consideration of masterpieces, there is an 
important distinction to be aware of: is such a label coming from the artist’s mouth, or others? 
How can this label be potentially problematic when discussing art that is non-Western, or does 
not fit easily into Euro-centric categories of art, such as The Indian in Transition? 
In Phillips and Berlo’s Native North American Art survey text, the chapter on Modernism 
opens by classifying The Indian in Transition as Odjig’s masterwork, central to the story of 
Indigenous art and modernity, yet they bring a European masterwork, Picasso’s Guernica into 
the discussion. Their association with the masterwork hinges on formal qualities, but especially 
on the politics of the work. As they write, 
When Odjig’s masterwork was first unveiled, the art world did not know how to 
categorize it…it was made by a self-taught artist inspired by earlier twentieth-century 
modernist works such as Picasso’s 1937 Guernica rather than by the issues of abstract 
pictorial form and space being addressed by the leading painters in the 1970s. It drew on 
 
226 “Louvre and the Masterpiece,” August 31, 2009. Minneapolis Institute of Art. 
https://new.artsmia.org/press/louvre-and-the-masterpiece/ 
An exhibition entitled “The Louvre and the Masterpiece,” investigated the many different and 
changing standards for a work to be considered a masterpiece with a display of 62 objects 
spanning 4000 years. The work discussed outside of Western art included the Near East, Islamic, 
and Ancient Egyptian. The exhibition was organized by the High Museum in Atlanta and the 
Musee du Louvre in Paris.  
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Aboriginal traditions of storytelling, explored the capacity of visual art to give expression 
to Indigenous historical memory, and advanced a strong political and social agenda.227  
 
Though Odjig does not categorize The Indian in Transition as her masterwork or as political, in 
A Paintbrush In My Hand, she describes the painting as “Her major statement” meant to 
showcase “images that symbolize...revitalization to both Native and non-Native viewers.”228 
Phillips and Berlo acknowledge the uniqueness and historical value of this work as the first of its 
kind introduced to the public. They then cite Picasso’s masterpiece, Guernica, as an influence 
that distinguishes Odjig from the other leading painters of the decade. Here, when the label 
masterwork is used to describe Odjig’s painting, it opens the discussion to references to Western 
artwork.  
Devine also begins her discussion of the painting in her essay “From Resistance to 
Renewal” with the statement: “The Indian in Transition is Odjig’s masterpiece.”229 For Devine it 
is a masterpiece due to its contribution to Canadian art history. She emphasizes its value, calling 
it a “turning point...standing as it does on the cusp of the Postmodern age - a celebration of 
survival that is also an uncompromising account of genocide.”230 Devine brings this painting's 
duality to light; it is not only a tragic story of the consequences of European colonization, it also 
conveys the tenacity of Indigenous people and their bright futures. 
The painting clearly depicts pain and suffering at the hands of the white man, but it is not 
graphically violent, and it includes a message of hope. This is not to say that Odjig shied away 
 
227 Janet Catherine Berlo and Ruth B. Phillips, Native North American Art, 2nd ed. (Oxford and 
New York: Oxford University Press, 2015), 244. 
228 A Paintbrush In My Hand, 100. 
229 Devine, “From Resistance to Renewal,” 29. 
230 Ibid., 29. 
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from depicting physical violence in her work. A much darker portrayal of the impact of 
colonization is depicted in Odjig’s Genocide No. 1 (1971) (Fig. 19).231 Odjig paints an all over 
application of a swirling, bloody plane, with no escape. It is much more textured and urgent in its 
application than The Indian in Transition. Odjig shows us that there is no single way to show 
pain; there is hurt from violence and loss of life, as well as the reverberations of pain from loss of 
culture that perpetuate in the form of alcoholism and poverty. Both paintings are striking in their 
emotion. 
Upon the unveiling of The Indian in Transition at the National Arts Centre in Ottawa in 
1978 (where it was on extended loan), journalists prioritized the work’s size and the artist’s 
identity. The size of the piece was treated by writers as central to its appeal, and the subject 
matter glossed over. The painting was viewed as non-threatening in its telling of the story of 
colonialism and forced assimilation; the viewer sees pain, but no blood, making the story easier 
to digest by the greater public, unlike Genocide No. 1, for example. Writers were excited by the 
inaugural nature of the work as the largest of its kind.232 Visual Arts Editor of Ottawa Journal, 
Pearl Oxorn described the work as follows in a review entitled “Baring the Indian Soul”:  
The work was not conceived in the spirit of protest, to deliver a message or make a 
political statement: that’s propaganda. Rather it evolved as a documentation of the way 
things are and as a personal expression of one artist’s deep sense of commitment to the 
 
231Stacey A. Hawkins and James Gillett, "Reconstructing Aboriginal Identity and the Meaning of 
the Body in Blood Donation Decisions," Journal of Religion and Health 54, no. 4 (2015): 1292.  
This work is analyzed in "Reconstructing Aboriginal Identity and the Meaning of the Body in 
Blood Donation Decisions," in the Journal of Religion and Health as purposefully political and 
directly critical of the government. 
232 Headlines: “Indian history mural is world’s largest,” Edmonton Sun, Alta, June 30, 1978.; 
“Indian Painting Displayed for First Time”, Calgary Herald, June 30, 1978.; “Indian artist with 




preservation of cultural values and of the concern and dismay that she felt when those 
values were threatened or destroyed: that’s art.233  
 
Oxorn apparently did not understand that expressing a point of view from a historically 
marginalized perspective is not propaganda and that presenting a political message can 
simultaneously be personal. Her commentary reduces Odjig’s depiction of centuries of violence 
and forced assimilation to “concern and dismay” about “values.”234 Oxorn then goes on to praise 
the painting through describing its similarities to Picasso’s Guernica.  
Writers frequently cite Picasso as a significant source of inspiration for Odjig, using his 
name to draw the public's attention and legitimize Odjig's contributions to art history. This 
undoubtedly leads to the question: why does Odjig’s painting of the pain of colonization have to 
be compared to a famous painter’s depiction of war to be understood or legitimized? The Indian 
in Transition is strong enough to stand alone. The journalistic media drew the connection to 
Guernica at the time of its unveiling and scholars made the comparison in both of Odjig's major 
retrospective catalogues.235 Houle compares The Indian in Transition to Picasso’s Guernica in a 
1978 article, quoted in his essay for Odjig’s 2007 retrospective catalogue, The Drawings and 
Paintings of Daphne Odjig, describing the piece as “...fired with the same passion of social and 
political injustice as that of Pablo Picasso’s famous Guernica.”236 In the 1985 Thunder Bay 
 
233 Pearl Oxorn, “Baring the Indian Soul,” Ottawa Journal, November 25, 1978, DOC.CA 2 
Book 2, National Gallery of Canada Archives.  
234 In this article Oxorn does, at least, criticize the National Gallery’s lack of initiative and 
interest in acknowledging the significance of art by contemporary Indigenous artists. 
235 Oxorn, “Baring the Indian Soul,”; Various headlines have included Picasso’s name over the 
years, for example Dianne Meili’s "Woodlands Meets Picasso in Artist's Vibrant Style: 
Aboriginal Multi-Media Society of Alberta," Windspeaker 11, (2016). 
https://search.proquest.com/docview/1837517858?accountid=27495. 
236 Houle, “Odjig: A Pictorial Style in Transition,” 43. 
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retrospective catalogue, McLuhan states, “The piece has been compared to Picasso’s Guernica, 
evoking a similar heroic feeling and sense of tragedy.”237 
While Houle correctly assesses both paintings as passionate reactions to injustice, the 
treatment of time that separates these paintings has not been addressed. Guernica tells of a single 
moment in time, a historical, brutal event, but still a fixed point in time. The Indian in Transition 
tells an ongoing story that begins at no specific point. It depicts hundreds if not thousands of 
years of Indigenous history before European arrival, the brutality of colonization, cultural 
revival, and then leaves the viewer turning to the future. It is not simply a depiction of one 
horrendous event analogous with the story told in Guernica.  
Odjig's voice is clear in the statements cited above in which she describes the painting’s 
content; she painted a piece that depicts not one event, but thousands of years of a war against 
entire cultures and groups of people. The Indian in Transition is a “history painting” that 
questions a European tradition by not depicting just one battle scene. As Odjig described it, 
“Rather than depict spasmodic White and Indian wars which of course did take place and were of 
relatively short duration, I chose to paint the greater war - the subtle and perhaps even well-
meaning warfare instituted against and in opposition to an established culture - a war still in 
progress today.”238 We see tangible ruin in the fractured drums, the peoples’ forced enclosure 
under the “bureaucrat,” but also the evocation of a deeper brokenness. Odjig simplifies forms 
and eliminates excess detail normally seen in her studies to allow the viewer to focus on emotion 
first. This tactic provokes the viewer to look closer, to understand that which is not clearly 
spelled out at first glance.  
 
237 McLuhan, “Daphne Odjig: Her Art,” 31. 
238 A Paintbrush In My Hand, 83.  
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Odjig's contribution to the genre of history painting reflects that of other Indigenous 
artists like Kent Monkman’s (Cree, b. 1965), a Canadian-born artist whose recent Metropolitan 
Museum of Art commission is currently on display in the Grand Hall. Unlike Odjig, Monkman 
directly subverts the genre by drawing from specific paintings for subject matter, composition, 
and style. The two massive paintings flanking the interior of the entrance to the Met are 
Welcoming the Newcomers (2019) and Resurgence of the People (2019). The latter responds to 
the depiction of Washington crossing the Delaware River in Emanuel Leutze’s Washington 
Crossing the Delaware (1851).239 Monkman’s paintings are installed high in the Grand Hall, 
where every visitor arriving and exiting will see it, but a bustling lobby, unfortunately, is not an 
ideal place to contemplate these highly complex works.  
The Indian in Transition’s installation has been a point of discussion, due to the number 
of times it was relocated. It was first displayed not at the Canadian Museum of History as 
intended, but at the National Arts Centre in Ottawa on extended loan. There it was unveiled to a 
crowd of about 150 people on June 28, 1978 and remained on display at the Centre for years 
before being hung in the Museum of History’s library, according to Devine.240 It is not clear how 
long the painting was held in either location. Both locations were not ideal, however, as they 
existed in settings not for the explicit purpose of fine art display. As described in a 1978 article, 
“on view on the mezzanine level of the opera [of the National Arts Centre] ... patrons of cultural 
events there are finding that during intermission the time is well spent in trying to unravel its 
 
239 Randall Griffey, “Kent Monkman Reverses Art History’s Colonial Gaze,” December 17, 
2019, Metropolitan Museum of Art. https://www.metmuseum.org/blogs/now-at-the-
met/2019/kent-monkman-mistikosiwak-wooden-boat-people-colonial-gaze 
240 Roger Jones, “Canadians Smug,” Indian News 19, No. 4, (1978) DOC/CA 2 Book 2 (1971-
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mysteries. It is also accessible to daytime visitors on request.”241 Houle looks back with 
optimism at the first installment of The Indian in Transition: “The work had a long public profile 
when it was hung in the main foyer of the National Arts Centre in Ottawa for several years with 
a forever-changing viewing public”242 Another 1978 article, “Canadians Smug,” published in 
Indian News, reminds the reader of the type of public that frequents the Centre, “government 
officials, politicians and other decision-makers, [who] won't be soothed if they look closely at 
the huge...mural.”243 One could argue that its placement at the National Arts Centre exposed 
those who were there attending unrelated events to something they would not have seen 
otherwise, but nonetheless, it was not its intended location. 
In her essay “From Resistance to Renewal” written for Odjig’s 2007 retrospective 
exhibition catalogue, Devine discusses the consequences of the logistical obstacles that 
prevented its display at the museum: 
...it [The Indian in Transition] should have established Odjig as a muralist in the great 
tradition of academic history painters. It could have begun to dismantle the institutional 
barriers she and other artists of Native ancestry faced. And perhaps, had it been hung in 
the then National Museum of Man [now the Canadian Museum of History] for which it 
was commissioned, it would have.244 
 
Devine laments the potential The Indian in Transition had for Odjig’s reputation as an artist and 
for contemporary Indigenous art history as a whole. The significance of having such a work 
displayed in the same context, a gallery, hung on the wall in an institution that exerts authority 
over the public, is not to be minimized. Showing the public that the institution accepts the 
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painting is a major step, especially considering the lack of acquisition of Indigenous art in 
mainstream institutions overall. 
The lack of physical space set aside for the commissioned work within the Museum of 
History is emblematic of the historical exclusion of Indigenous contemporary art from 
mainstream spaces and conversations. It was not until 2006 that The Indian in Transition was 
moved to a location within the gallery space of the Canadian Museum of History. The relocation 
was timely, as it occurred a year before the opening of Odjig’s solo exhibition Four Decades of 
Prints at the museum.245 In Métis scholar and artist Sherry Farell Racette’s essay “‘I Want to 
Call Their Names in Resistance’: Writing Aboriginal Women into Canadian Art History, 1880-
1970,” Racette claims that the work was cast aside and in need of restoration. She credits Lee-
Ann Martin with its rediscovery: “Daphne Odjig may have become a historical footnote without 
the efforts of several women, including Lee-Anne [sic] Martin (Mohawk), who, upon her return 
to the Canadian Museum of Civilization, discovered Odjig’s The Indian in Transition (1978) 
neglected and in storage. She arranged for the work to be restored, declared it Odjig’s 
masterpiece, and had it formally reinstalled in 2006.”246  
The current display of The Indian in Transition in the Four Seasons Salon of the museum 
is not ideal. The Four Seasons Salon is essentially a large hallway, where one can move through 
to access the enclosed gallery spaces. It is hung on a wall that lies in the back of a circular 
 
245 “DAPHNE ODJIG’S MASTERPIECE ADORNS THE WALLS OF THE MUSEUM,” Press 
Release for the Canadian Museum of History, September 14, 2006. 
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pathway, behind the First Nations Hall where gigantic, hundreds of years old totem poles stretch 
upwards to the four-story high ceiling. Passing through this Hall to the right, one goes through a 
dimly lit hallway, past the bathrooms, before approaching the widened space where The Indian 
in Transition is hung. (Fig. 20a) The long piece fits snugly into a niche in the wall, directly 
beneath a large, horizontal window into the children’s section of the museum. Objects seen 
through this window and children running back and forth directly above the painting distract the 
viewer. (Fig. 20b) It feels wildly inappropriate for such an emotional depiction of the violence 
and pain of colonization to be placed within sight of the cheery children’s section. Videos 
playing in the other galleries can be heard, an additional distraction. Its location in the 
Indigenous history section of the museum is appropriate, and it shares space with Janvier's four 
Season paintings (presumably where the space’s name Four Seasons Salon derives). Quadruple-
hung, Janvier’s work does well in the high-ceiling space, despite the concentrated detail in the 
highest hung painting is difficult to decipher from below. The scale of the space almost dwarfs 
The Indian in Transition, however, making it appear smaller than it is. There is no bench for the 
viewer to rest and take it all in, but the wideness of the hallway allows one to stand back far 
enough to view it from a distance. 
 In 2018, The Indian in Transition was given a literal open-air platform when it was 
displayed in the form of digital billboards across Canada. “Resilience” brought the art of fifty 
contemporary Indigenous women artists to the public through a series of posters, banners, and 
167 digital billboards from “coast to coast”.247 The project was produced by MAWA (Mentoring 
 
247 “Resilience,” MAWA, https://mawa.ca/news/view/resilience. 





Artists for Women’s Art), a Canadian advocacy group, with Lee-Ann Martin as their lead 
curator.248 The Indian in Transition was the oldest painting to be included among reproductions 
of other works such as Rebecca Belmore’s Fringe (2007), Maria Hupfield’s Waaschign (2017), 
and Jane Ash Poitras’ Fort Chip Future (2000). Martin describes the significance of the 
inclusion of The Indian in Transition within this project:  
One of the most important matriarchs of contemporary Indigenous art, Daphne Odjig 
(1919-2016), was one of the few Indigenous women artists, if not the only one, working 
toward individual artistic agency as early as the 1960s. Odjig continues to inspire 
generations of Indigenous artists; her artistic practice and activism make a vital 
contribution to the ongoing revisions of Canadian art history. Odjig’s position as a 
respected cultural spokesperson, during a particularly vibrant and challenging period in 
Indigenous-Caucasian relations in Canada, forever changed the landscape within which 
today’s artists work. Her mural The Indian in Transition (1978) is an important treatise 
on this tense history.249  
 
Exhibiting the work of Indigenous women artists over the last few decades outside, on such a 
large scale (in scope and size), speaks to the broader issues of how female Indigenous people 
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have faced gender-based discrimination in Canada.250 They are demanding visibility. In this 
format, Odjig’s work is free of institutional agendas and logistical limitations. Projects like 
Resilience serve an important role in the story of works like The Indian in Transition; they 
enable audience growth, prompt the development of critical literature, and solidify these 
Indigenous works' places in art history.  
 The Indian in Transition’s display history and critical reception are excellent examples of 
how Odjig’s work has been overlooked and underappreciated. This work received significant 
attention from the press at its unveiling, lauded as a historic moment for Canada - the first 
publicly commissioned work by an Indigenous artist that makes a direct commentary on the 
country’s colonial past. Despite overall significant praise and press around the painting, it is 
continually compared to Guernica, distracting readers and viewers from the gravity and subject 
matter of the work. For years it was not given space within a museum gallery, in proximity to 
other works of art. It was not accessible to the public. To this day, its display is unfortunately 
still lacking. Through projects like “Resilience,” the work will be seen by many and its 








250 Under the Indian Act, female Indigenous people could lose their status if married to a non-
Indigenous person. This was not amended until 1985 with Bill C-31 that addressed the gender 




 In her 2012 essay “‘I Want to Call Their Names in Resistance’: Writing Aboriginal 
Women into Canadian Art History, 1880-1970,” Sherry Farrell Racette asks how to write 
Indigenous women artists into a history that has, and continues to, exclude them.251 This urge to 
correct history, to shout the names that have been overlooked is more urgent now than ever. bell 
hooks’ 1990 essay “Aesthetic Inheritances” has clearly demonstrated art historians’ “frustration 
with women’s invisibility”252 especially those of African-American quilt artists: “I want to call 
their names into resistance, to oppose erasure… that historical mark of racist and sexist 
oppression. We have too often had no names, our history recorded without specificity, as though 
it's not important to know who - which one of is - the particulars.”253 However as Racette’s 
criticism implies simply inserting names are not sufficient: “[i]nsertion presumes a simple 
forgetfulness, an oversight, a neglecting of the obvious. Insertion assumes a presence. It implies 
a shared mode of history, a common belonging to a collective archive, and an agreed-upon 
understanding of what it means to be an artist.”254 In recent years, there have been several large 
group exhibitions featuring artists from marginalized groups. In order to shed light onto as many 
artists as possible, these shows typically overlook the specificity that hooks was yearning for, 
despite their best intentions. Historical erasure of marginalized people is more than an 
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“oversight,” as Racette explains, but the active, deliberate history of exclusion based in racism 
and sexism. 
 In recent years, we have seen museums trying to follow the widening scope of art history 
by organizing large group shows that introduce the public to the many names and works that 
have been overlooked due to racism and/or sexism. “Hearts of Our People: Native Women 
Artists” (2019-20), “Sakahàn” (2013), and “Àbadakone” (2019-20) are three notable group 
shows of an abundance of artists. Organized by the National Gallery of Canada, both “Sakahàn” 
and “Àbadakone” exhibited works by contemporary Indigenous artists from many nations 
around the world. “Hearts of Our People” organized by the Minneapolis Institute of Art grouped 
115 works from ancient times to the present, in an attempt to name the varying problems, 
motivations, and experiences of female Indigenous artists and art collectives. The first exhibition 
of its kind, it consulted a large, diverse panel of Indigenous women scholars.255 “Hearts of Our 
People” is scheduled to travel around the United States, from the Minneapolis Institute to the 
Frist Museum in Nashville, Tennessee, to the Renwick Gallery, Smithsonian American Art 
Museum in Washington, DC, and to close at the Philbrook Museum of Art in Tulsa, 
Oklahoma.256 These three exhibitions, though groundbreaking in many important ways, run the 
risk of further overlooking Indigenous artists by lumping them together and leaving little 
opportunity to study what makes them distinct. 
 The language used in the wall labels for these types of exhibitions is vital to the viewers’ 
understanding and appreciation of the work. The public is often introduced to many of these 
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artists for the very first time and arrives with either preconceived notions or a general lack of 
knowledge. It is therefore essential that the information presented does not attempt to legitimize 
work by marginalized people through superficial comparisons with their Westernized and/or 
male contemporaries. Odjig’s painting From Mother Earth Flows the River of Life (1973) (Fig. 
3) is included in the “Legacy” section of “Hearts of Our People.” Disappointingly, the label 
references the two male artists that are typically included in the conversation with Odjig, Picasso 
and Morrisseau, and credits her with helping to establish the contested Woodlands style. The first 
three sentences of the label read:  
Daphne Odjig was once called “Picasso’s Grandmother” by fellow Canadian painter 
Norval Morrisseau. Odjig was one of the founding members of the “Indian Group of 
Seven” and the only female member. She helped establish the Woodlands style of 
painting, most noted for depicting the internal organs and energy lines of subjects.257  
 
Cubism and Woodlands are two distinct styles that are frequently used to categorize the artist, 
but this broad categorization often leads to a lack of deeper critical analysis of her work. In this 
label, she is compared to the two male contemporaries who were the leaders of each: Picasso and 
Morrisseau.  
Odjig’s vocal admiration for Picasso and the links to the cubist style in many of her 
paintings and drawings have led to a strong association, one that can be described as double-
 
257 Object label for From Mother Earth Flows the River of Life. In exhibition “Hearts of Our 
People: Native Women Artists,” at the Frist Museum of Art, Nashville, TN. Seen on November 
17, 2019. 
The full label reads: “Daphne Odjig was once called ‘Picasso’s Grandmother’ by fellow 
Canadian painter Norval Morrisseau. Odjig was one of the founding members of the “Indian 
Group of Seven” and the only female member. She helped establish the Woodlands style of 
painting, most noted for depicting the internal organs and energy lines of subjects. This work 
was inspired by an Anishinaabe-language female glyph found in Ontario, Canada, but Odjig 
transformed the simple linear creation into a swirling work of energy, possibly depicting the 
birth of our planet, the seas, and the land, with humans roaming throughout.” 
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edged.258 A quote made by Morrisseau referring to Odjig as “Picasso’s grandmother,” or 
“Picasso’s mother” has been cited in the press and scholarship often, and is repeated again in the 
first sentence of the wall label. The original quote in context reads differently. In Tom Hill’s 
1974 article “Canadian Indian Art, Its Death and Rebirth,” he states: “He [Morrisseau] jokingly 
refers to her as ‘Picasso’s Mother’ but gives her full credit for evolving a personal style that still 
embodies the essence of the Ojibway tradition.”259  Even though the original statement was made 
in jest, considering that Picasso was older than Odjig, this terminology can be problematic, as it 
implies that she is old and belongs in the past, connecting to the assumption that Indigenous 
people and their art are no longer thriving.260 However, for many Indigenous audiences, the 
elders of the community are revered, as they hold precious knowledge of their culture. The quote 
out of context has been used as legitimizing Odjig’s art and therefore prevents the work from 
speaking for itself. To see it cited again in a space thoughtfully devoted to the voices of 
Indigenous women artists is disappointing. Furthermore, Odjig’s entry in the “Hearts of Our 
People” exhibition catalogue contains a factual error (it dates the establishment of PNIAI in the 
1960s, instead of the 70s), another consequence of such a large show.261 The catalogue uses the 
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group’s legal name, but the label refers to it as the “Indian Group of Seven.” (See Chapter One of 
this paper for an elaboration on the problematic nature of this connection to the Group of Seven.)  
 Exhibiting Indigenous art in governmental institutions is inherently complex, as 
evidenced by one author’s outrage at the National Gallery of Canada's use of disclaimers during 
"Sakahàn." Hailed by the National Gallery as the “the largest-ever global survey of 
contemporary Indigenous art,” “Sakahàn” exhibited over 150 works made by “80 artists from 16 
countries and six continents.”262 In an essay assessing the exhibition entitled “How Not to Install 
Indigenous Art as a Feminist,” curator cheyanne turions critiques the use of disclaimers by the 
exhibition’s curators. As she notes, the disclaimer: “The views and opinions expressed in this 
exhibition are those of the artists and do not reflect the views of the National Gallery of 
Canada.”263 was located at the entrance to the gallery. This notice was repeated next to the wall 
label of Nadia Myre’s work, For those who cannot speak: the land, the water, the animals and 
the future generations (2013). Socio-politics cannot be divorced from the discourse surrounding 
Indigenous art, especially from the point of view of a governmental institution, which has been 
complicit in its exclusion of these people for decades. In these disclaimers, the Gallery exposed 
their lack of support for the artists exhibited. turions, however, noted a positive outcome of the 
inclusion of these notices, as they expose the continuing underlying problems, “between what the 
institution has been and what it is becoming, and it is precisely in these spaces that new ways of 
being will emerge.”264  
 
262 “SAKAHÀN: International Indigenous Art,” National Gallery of Canada, May 15, 2013, 
https://www.gallery.ca/for-professionals/media/press-releases/sakahan-international-indigenous-
art-0.  




Instead of temporary group exhibitions that leave the viewer dazed with the task of 
learning about hundreds of years of history from numerous Indigenous tribes all over the world 
like in “Sakahàn” and “Àbadakone,” amending the art institution’s structure in order to make 
long-lasting changes ensures a more inclusive and enriching future. The National Gallery has 
indicated that “Sakahàn” and “Àbadakone” are just the beginning of a continued series.265 In 
2017, the National Gallery opened newly organized Canadian and Indigenous galleries in an 
effort at “decolonizing” the history of previous exhibitions. 266 Walking through one of these 
galleries, the viewer is exposed to a series of juxtapositions of different aesthetics. For example, 
Abstract Expressionist paintings by white Canadian artists are hung on a wall facing sculptures 
of Inuit Canadian artists. Seeing these works in proximity enables viewers to grasp the 
simultaneity of their production, and the equality in their value. As described in “An Indigenous 
Woman’s View of the National Gallery of Canada,” written by Adrienne Huard, “Instead of 
creating an ‘otherness,’ a divide between the Western and Indigenous perspective, the NGC 
[National Gallery of Canada] was able to integrate the two while providing a candid portrayal of 
the destructive colonization our communities have faced.”267 Despite an increase in 
understanding among scholars and curators, persistence and determination are still necessary in 
 
265 Ian Austen, “Indigenous Art That Targets Stereotypes,” The New York Times, November 8, 
2019. https://www.nytimes.com/2019/11/08/world/canada/indigenous-art-national-gallery.html. 
266 Katherine Stauble, “Ten Things to Know About the New Canadian and Indigenous 
Galleries,” June 14, 2017, National Gallery of Canada. 
https://www.gallery.ca/magazine/exhibitions/ngc/ten-things-to-know-about-the-new-canadian-
and-indigenous-galleries. 
267 Adrienne Huard, “An Indigenous Woman’s View of the National Gallery of Canada,” 
Canadian Art, 2017. https://canadianart.ca/reviews/canadian-and-indigenous-galleries/. 
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order for institutions like the National Gallery of Canada to use their resources and clout to 
expand art history.268   
________________________ 
Daphne Odjig’s identity as an Indigenous person, her love of nature, her love for her 
family, all enriched and complicated her work, yet she was often evaluated through a limited 
ethnographic perspective or excluded entirely. In the epilogue of A Paintbrush In My Hand, 
Odjig is quoted:  
My aspiration is to excel as an artist in my own individual right, rather than to be 
accepted because I am an Indian…I want the world to appreciate what I’m doing. I want 
to be able to have my work sit alongside of other great artists. You want to be accepted 
because you are a good artist and that is what you strive for. And to satisfy yourself, to 
satisfy your needs. And my need is to create...to create!269  
Throughout her career, Odjig articulated the need for Indigenous artists to be considered on their 
own terms. Like most artists, she wanted to be taken seriously, and to have her work seen and 
appreciated with respect.  
The structure of this thesis seeks to give the viewer multiple lenses with which to view 
this enormously significant artist’s work. In the Introduction, I summarize the various socio-
political events and attitudes that have led an artist like Odjig to be overlooked, by white artists 
 
268 Joyce Zemans and Amy C. Wallace. "Where Are the Women? Updating the Account!" 
RACAR: Revue D'art Canadienne / Canadian Art Review 38, no. 1 (2013): 19. Accessed 
February 13, 2020. www.jstor.org/stable/42630878. 
In a 2013 article entitled "Where Are the Women? Updating the Account!" Zemans and Wallace 
tracked the National Gallery of Canada’s exhibition record over an eight-year period between 
2003 and 2011. They noted a “dramatic decline in the number of solo exhibitions of living 
Canadian women artists. From 2003-04 to the end of the 2010-11 fiscal year, the NGC held 9 
solo exhibitions of living Canadian male artist but only 2 dedicated to living Canadian female 
artists…In that eight-year period, The Drawings and Paintings of Daphne Odjig: A Retrospective 
Exhibition...and Wanda Koop: On the Edge of Experience, organized by the NGC and Winnipeg 
Art Gallery, were the only exhibitions by living Canadian female artists.” 
269 A Paintbrush In My Hand, 106. 
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and by her male counterparts. Her exhibition history reflects this - as often one step behind 
Morrisseau in major exhibitions. I also delve into how art historians and the media have labeled 
Odjig as a Woodlands artist, the controversies in regard to such categorization, and the artist’s 
wish to be defined on her own terms. The first chapter gives a shortened biography, identifying 
Odjig’s family and early life events that serves as the backbone for her artistic and activist 
development. There are two important “firsts” in this chapter: Odjig opens the first Indigenous-
run contemporary art gallery in Winnipeg and she is the driving force behind the country’s first 
autonomous Indigenous artist collective. We see how Odjig’s desire to help others is linked to 
Indigenous customs and also to who Odjig was at her core.  
 Through my examination of two retrospective exhibitions two decades apart in my 
second chapter, I sought to deepen the reader’s understanding of Odjig’s oeuvre, as well as 
provide a more complete picture of the advancements made from 1985 to 2007. At the end of the 
chapter, it is clear that there is a need for another traveling retrospective of Odjig that includes 
more of her work. The 2007-10 show was fairly small, at 58 works, a number that decreased with 
travel. It is significant to note that in 2016, just a few short years later, Janvier’s retrospective at 
the National Gallery of Canada comprised 154 works.270  
 The last chapter zeros in on one work of art: The Indian in Transition (1978). In 
researching this thesis, I knew I wanted to include Odjig’s voice as much as I could, while also 
including a chapter dedicated to a single artwork. Odjig’s intentions and interpretation for The 
 
270 Jennifer David, “Alex Janvier Exhibition Begins Cross-Country Tour at MacKenzie Art 
Gallery in Regina,” National Gallery of Canada Magazine, July 28, 2017. 
https://www.gallery.ca/magazine/exhibitions/ngc/alex-janvier-exhibition-begins-cross-country-
tour-at-mackenzie-art-gallery 




Indian in Transition were well-recorded in A Paintbrush In My Hand. I was at first reluctant to 
devote an entire chapter to this painting, as it has been discussed at length in other publications. 
However, due to the lack of resources available for study of Odjig’s work, I decided this work 
would be an excellent opportunity to track how a single painting has been historicized and how 
the language used to describe it has changed or remained fixed. 
An examination of Odjig’s work “on her own terms” means three things: It involves an 
acknowledgement and understanding of her life, starting from childhood in Wikwemikong, and 
including the story of her efforts to promote Indigenous art—to create spaces to produce and 
exhibit outside of ethnographic frames; recognizing that her works defy and resist categorization 
according to ethnographic or Eurocentric art history; and the enlightening results from drawing 
on her own voice to interpret and enrich the visual qualities of the works.  
Art historians and critics must continue to work together to reevaluate past interpretations 
of Indigenous art, in search of new ways of exhibiting and reading that serve the work and the 
artist, and to resist simply inserting a name along with the likes of Picasso. Racette uses the 
example of Odjig as the “collective project” of “reclaiming Aboriginal women’s art history,” 
which could not have been possible without several women, including Lee-Ann Martin and 
Bonnie Devine.271 My hope is that this thesis brings the versatility and emotion of Odjig’s 
drawings, paintings, prints, and collages to the radar of American and Canadian readers unaware, 
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The following appendix was compiled to accompany this thesis and to give the reader a better 
grasp of Daphne Odjig’s exhibition history. I was also compelled to add to this list as I 
conducted my research, as there is no single, updated, comprehensive public listing of these 
records. My starting point was the most recent exhibition list published, in the 2007 The 
Drawings and Paintings of Daphne Odjig: A Retrospective Exhibition catalogue. I also consulted 
the exhibition list published in Odjig’s 1985 retrospective exhibition catalogue Daphne Odjig: A 
Retrospective, 1946-1985. Any additions and corrections I made came from information from the 
National Gallery of Canada archives and elsewhere. 
[In red are the author’s additions and/or corrections.] 
 
SOLO EXHIBITIONS 
1967 Lakehead Art Centre, Port Arthur (now Thunder Bay), Ontario272  
1968 Brandon University, Brandon, Manitoba (November)  
Viscount Corte Motor Hotel, Winnipeg, Manitoba (November) 273 
 337A Main St., Selkirk, Manitoba (December)274 
1969 Winnipeg Canoe Club, Winnipeg, Manitoba (February)275 
1970 International Peace Gardens, Manitoba and North Dakota 
1971 Smotra Folklore Festival, Yugoslavia  
1974 Warehouse Gallery of Native Art, Winnipeg, Manitoba 
1976 Jerusalem Series, Bashford & Schwarz Gallery, Calgary  
 
272 Gillian Holmes, Who's Who of Canadian Women 1999-2000, (University of Toronto Press, 
1999), 775. 
273  Eva Wiseman, “She Paints Indian Legends,” Winnipeg Tribune, Manitoba. Circ. 245,041, 
Nov 28, 1968. DOC/CA 2 Book 2 (1971-2001). National Gallery of Canada Archives. 
This show was sponsored by the Manitoba Indian Brotherhood. 
274 “Art Showing Held in Selkirk,” Dec. 11, 1968, Selkirk Enterprise, Manitoba. DOC/CA 2 
Book 2 (1971-2001). National Gallery of Canada Archives. 
Exhibition was sponsored by the Selkirk Friendship Center and the Selkirk and District 
Development Board. 
275 Janice McAndless, “Artist Daphne Odjig Uses Peanut Shells and String,” Winnipeg Free 
Press, Manitoba. Circ. 131,695, February 22, 1969. DOC/CA 2 Book 2 (1971-2001), National 




1977 Wah-sa Gallery, Winnipeg  
 Images for Canadian Heritage, Vancouver, BC 
 Lefebre Gallery, Edmonton 
1979 Daphne Odjig: Recent Paintings, Pollock Gallery, Toronto 
 Time Passages, Gallery West, Toronto 
1980 Children of the Raven Gallery, Vancouver 
 Parallels with Nature, Assiniboia Gallery, Regina 
 Behind the Mask, Robertson Gallery, Ottawa 
1981 Childhood Memories, Children of the Raven Gallery, Vancouver 
 The Shayne Gallery, Montreal 
1982 Humanity, Robertson Gallery, Ottawa (April 24 – May 6, 1982) 276 
 Assiniboia Gallery, Regina 
 Gold Design Fine Arts, Calgary 
1983 The Shayne Gallery, Montreal 
1984 Gallery Phillip, Toronto 
1985 Our Living Trees, Robertson Gallery, Ottawa (March 9 – 27, 1985) 277 
 The Shayne Gallery, Montreal 
 Daphne Odjig: A Retrospective 1946-1985, organized and curated by the Thunder Bay  
National Exhibition Center & Centre for Indian Art. Also exhibited at the McMichael  
Canadian Collection, Kleinberg, Ontario; the Woodland Indian Cultural Centre, 
Brantford, Ontario; Laurentian University Museum and Art Centre (now the Art Gallery  
of Sudbury) 
1986 Gallery Phillip, Toronto 
1988 The Shayne Gallery, Montreal 
1989 Robertson Gallery, Ottawa 
 Gallery Phillip, Toronto 
1990 Wilfert’s Hambleton Galleries, Kelowna, BC 
The Shayne Gallery, Montreal 
1991 Wilfert’s Hambleton Galleries, Kelowna 
1992 A Paintbrush in my Hand, exhibition and book launch, Arts and Letters Club, Toronto 
 A Paintbrush in my Hand, book signing and exhibition, The Shayne Gallery, Montreal 
 A Paintbrush in my Hand, book signing and exhibition, Assiniboia Gallery, Regina 
1993 A Paintbrush in my Hand, book signing and exhibition, Hambleton Galleries, Kelowna 
A Paintbrush in my Hand, book signing and exhibition, Bear Claw Gallery, Edmonton  
Wallace Galleries Ltd., Calgary  
1995 Hambleton Galleries, Kelowna, BC 
 Spiritual Expressions, Gallery Phillip, Toronto (November 25 – December 15, 1995)278 
1996 Gallery Gevik, Toronto 
 Hampton Gallery, Kamloops, BC 
1997 Hampton Gallery, Kamloops, BC 
 








 Bear Claw Gallery, Edmonton 
1998 Daphne Odjig, A Retrospective 1960-1998, exhibition of mixed media works on paper  
and canvas, Gallery Gevik, Toronto 
 Retrospective, Hampton Gallery, Kamloops, BC 
1999 Selected Works, 80th birthday celebration for Daphne Odjig, Gallery Gevik, Toronto 
2001 The Art of Daphne Odjig, book launch and exhibition, Gallery Gevik, Toronto 
The Art of Daphne Odjig, book signing and exhibition, Bear Claw Gallery, Edmonton; 
Hampton Gallery Kamloops, BC 
2002 The Art of Daphne Odjig, book signing and retrospective, Hambleton Gallery, Kelowna 
2003 The Art of Daphne Odjig, Hampton Gallery 
 Erotica, Gallery Gevik, Toronto279 
2005 A Celebration of Life, Hampton Gallery 
 Four Decades of Prints, Kamloops Art Gallery 
2006 Four Decades of Prints, Winnipeg Art Gallery 
2007 Four Decades of Prints, Canadian Museum of Civilization, Gatineau 
 The Drawings and Paintings of Daphne Odjig: A Retrospective Exhibition, Art Gallery of  
Sudbury (September 15 - November 11, 2007) 
Retrospective, Gallery Gevik, Toronto280 
2008 Four Decades of Prints, Art Gallery of Hamilton 
The Drawings and Paintings of Daphne Odjig: A Retrospective Exhibition, Kamloops Art  
Gallery (June 15 - August 31, 2008) 
2009  The Drawings and Paintings of Daphne Odjig: A Retrospective Exhibition, 
Institute of American Indian Arts (IAIA) Museum of Contemporary Native Arts 
(MoCNA), Santa Fe, New Mexico (June 26 - September 20, 2009); National Gallery of 
Canada (October 16, 2009 - January 10, 2010) 
Daphne Odjig RCA CM: Retrospective and Sale of Works 1957 - 2009, Hambleton 
Galleries, Kelowna, BC (March 21 - April 6, 2009)281 
2011 Daphne Odjig: Selected Works, Kelowna Art Gallery, Kelowna, BC 
Six Decades of the Work of Daphne Odjig CM OBC RCA, Hambleton Galleries, 
Kelowna, BC282 
2014 Daphne Odjig: Drawing on my Experience, Bearclaw Gallery, Edmonton 
2019-20   Daphne Odjig 100, Kelowna Art Gallery, Kelowna, BC (September 14, 2019 –  




1964 Wikwemikong Manitoulin Island National Indian Council, 110 paintings by various artist  
 









purchased by the Cultural Affairs Department of the Government of Canada 
1969 Red Deer Centennial Library283 
1970 Minot State University, North Dakota 
 Canadian Guild of Crafts, Montreal, Quebec 
 Canadian Pavilion, EXPO ‘70, Osaka, Japan 
 Blackstone Hotel, Saskatchewan284  
1971 L’Agence de Coopération Culturelle et Technique, Canada, France, Belgium285 
1972 Treaty Numbers 23, 287, 1171: Three Indian Painters of the Prairies, Winnipeg Art 
Gallery, Winnipeg, Manitoba 
1973 Gallery Anthropos, London, England 
1974 Janet Ian Cameron Gallery, University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Manitoba 
 Oakville Centennial Gallery, Oakville, Ontario 
 CANADIAN INDIAN ART ‘74, Royal Ontario Museum  
1975 Winnipeg Art Gallery, Winnipeg  
 Native Arts Festival, Niagara-on-the-Lake, Ontario 
 Colours of Pride: Paintings by Professional Native Indian Artists, 286 Dominion  
Gallery, Montreal, Quebec  
 Professional Native Indian Artists, Inc., 287 Wallack Gallery, Ottawa 
 Professional Native Indian Artists, Inc., 288 Art Emporium, Vancouver  
 INDIAN ART ‘75, Woodland Indian Cultural Educational Centre, Brantford, Ontario 
1976 FROM WOMEN’S EYES: Women Painters in Canada, Agnes Etherington Art Centre,  
Queen’s University, Kingston, Ontario  
Etobicoke Civic Centre, Toronto, Ontario 
Janet Ian Cameron Gallery, University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Manitoba 
INDIAN ART ‘76, Woodland Indian Cultural Educational Centre, Brantford, Ontario 
CONTEMPORARY NATIVE ART OF CANADA - THE WOODLAND INDIANS,  
 
283 Red Deer Advocate, March 15, 1969. DOC/CA 2 Book 2 (1971-2001), National Gallery of 
Canada Archives. 
Other artists in the exhibition: Alex Janvier, Norval Morrisseau, and Gerald Tail Feathers. 
 
284 Ethel Castleden, “Art Centre Notes,” Yorkton Enterprise, Yorkton, Saskatchewan. Circ. 
7,403, June 10, 1970. DOC/CA 2 Book 2 (1971-2001), National Gallery of Canada Archives.  
“There are many original works of artist Daphne Odjig as well as several prints of her work. 
From the sale of her work, Daphne Odjig is financing a university education for several young 
people of her race.” 
285 The L’Agence de Coopération Culturelle et Technique has become the Organisation 
internationale de la Francophonie. 
286 Exhibition invitation, Dominion Box 313, File 4, National Gallery of Canada Archives.  
287 Ibid. 
288 “Artists hold first West Coast show,” The Provenance, November 5, 1975. Binder 1967/1985, 
donated by Winnifred Christian. National Gallery of Canada Archives.  
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Royal Ontario Museum. Traveled to Canada House Art Gallery, London, England and  
Aula Luisen Schule, Lahr, Germany 
LINKS TO A TRADITION, Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development.  
Traveled to centres in Brazil  
1977 CONTEMPORARY INDIAN ARTS - the trail from the past to the future, Mackenzie 
Gallery, Trent University, Peterborough, Ontario 
Modern Native Canadian Art, Hart House Art Gallery, University of Toronto, Ontario 
Kinsmen Centre, Calgary, Alberta 
1978 Gallery West, Vancouver 
 ONE HUNDRED YEARS OF NATIVE AMERICAN PAINTINGS, Oklahoma Museum  
of Art 
Eagle Down Gallery, Edmonton, Alberta 
Ethnology Department, Royal Museum of Ontario, Toronto289 
1979 Glenhyrst Gallery, Brantford, Ontario 
 Kinder des Nanabush, Interversa, Hamburg, Germany290 
1982 RENEWAL Masterworks of Contemporary Indian Art from the National Museum of  
Man, organized by the Thunder Bay National Exhibition Center & Centre for Indian Art,  
Thunder Bay, Ontario  
1983 CONTEMPORARY INDIAN AND INUIT ART OF CANADA, Department of Indian  
Affairs and Northern Development for the United Nations Building, New York, NY 
CONTEMPORARY INDIAN ART AT RIDEAU HALL, Department of Indian Affairs  
and Northern Development, Ottawa, Ontario  
1984 Norval Morrisseau and the Emergence of the Image Makers, Art Gallery of Ontario, 
Toronto, Ontario 
 The Best of Our Collections, in the Spirit of Sharing, Woodlands Indian Cultural  
Education Centre, Brantford, Ontario 
1985 Two Worlds, Norman MacKenzie Art Gallery, Regina 
 Indian and Eskimo Art Canada, Holland Festival, Amsterdam, sponsored by the National  
Museum of Man, Ottawa 
Challenges,291 Meervaart Cultural Centre, Holland Festival, Amsterdam 
1986 Keepers of our Culture, Woodland Indian Cultural Educational Centre 
 Ontario North Now, Artists of Northeastern Ontario, Toronto 
 New Beginnings, Native Business Summit, Toronto 
 
289 “Renaissance for Indian artists,” Guelph Mercury, September 7, 1978. DOC/CA 2 Book 2 
(1971-2001), National Gallery of Canada Archives.  
The exhibition featured fourteen Indigenous artists from Manitoulin Island: “James Simon, 
Randy Trudeau, Blake Debassige, Francis Kagige, Daphne Odjig Beavon, Martin Panamick, 
John Laford, Leland Bell, Don Ense, Angus Trudeau, Melvin Madahbee, Lloyd Caibaiosai, 
Eleanor Kanasawe and Shirley Chechoo Debassige.” 
290 Jules Heller and Nancy G. Heller, North American Women Artists of the Twentieth Century: A 
Biographical Dictionary (Routeledge: 2013), 414.; Kinder des Nanabush, exhibition catalogue 
(Hamburg: Interversa, 1979), Dominion Box 507, File 1, Indian Artists, National Gallery of 
Canada Archives. 
291 North American Women Artists of the Twentieth Century, 415. 
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 Ascending Culture, Les Terrasses de la Chaudière, Hull, Quebec 
1987 The Los Angeles Celebration of Canadian Contemporary Native Art, Southwest  
Museum, LA 
Manitoulin Island - The Third Layer, Thunder Bay Art Gallery, Ontario 
1988 Contemporary Indian Art, Joseph D. Carrier Art Gallery, Toronto 
1989 Woodlands: Contemporary Art of the Anishinabe, Thunder Bay Art Gallery, Ontario 
1992-93   Canada’s First People: A Celebration of Contemporary Native Visual Arts - toured  
Canada and Tokyo, Japan. Sponsored by Syncrude Canada Ltd. 
1995 Voices of Vision - Resurgence, En-owkin Centre & Art Gallery of the South Okanagan,  
Penticton, BC 
1996 Hampton Gallery, Kamloops, BC 
1997 Hampton Gallery, Kamloops, BC 
 A Celebration of the Art of Canada, First People at Rideau Hall, Indian Art Centre and  
Northern Affairs, Ottawa 
1998 Hampton Gallery, Kamloops, BC 
1999 Exposed Aesthetics of Aboriginal Erotic Art, MacKenzie Art Gallery, Regina. Curated by 
Lee-Ann Martin and Morgan Wood 
2000 Exposed Aesthetics of Aboriginal Erotic Art, Ottawa Art Gallery, Ottawa 
 First Nations Exposition, Whetung Gallery, Curve Lake, Ontario 
 Hampton Gallery, Kamloops, BC 
2001 The Helen Band Collection, Thunder Bay Art Gallery 
2008 Mother’s Mother’s Mother, Urban Shaman Gallery and Ace Art Inc., Winnipeg. Traveled 
to Art Gallery of Southwestern Manitoba, Brandon, Manitoba292  
2011 Frontrunners, Urban Shaman Contemporary Aboriginal Art, Winnipeg, Manitoba. 
Curated by Cathy Mattes.293 
2013 Before and after the Horizon: Anishinaabe Artists of the Great Lakes, Smithsonian  
National Museum of the American Indian, New York, NY (August 10, 2013 – June 15, 
2014) 
7: Professional Native Indian Artists Inc., MacKenzie Art Gallery, Regina, Saskatchewan 
(September 21, 2013 – January 12, 2014); Winnipeg Art Gallery, Winnipeg, Manitoba 
(May 9 – August 31, 2014); Kelowna Art Gallery, Kelowna, BC (October 11, 2014 – 
January 4, 2015); and the McMichael Canadian Art Collection, Kleinburg, Ontario (May 
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Norval Morrisseau, Nepu Naba: The Merman, 1969, acrylic on kraft paper, 49 1/5 x 23 inches. 













Figure 2 a 
 
Nanabush Giving the Racoon its Colours, 1969, acrylic and graphite on ivory wove paper, 24 1/8 
x 28 1/8 inches. Collection of the National Gallery of Canada. Photo taken by author. © 
Permission of Stan Somerville. 
 
Figure 2 b, c 
   









From Mother Earth Flows the River of Life, 1973, acrylic on canvas, 61 x 95 inches. Collection 



















Thunderbird Woman, 1971, collage on canvasboard: acrylic, feathers, leaves, nuts, shells, 36 x 
23 4/5 inches. Collection of Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development. © 












America Meredith (Cherokee Nation), Bambi Makes Some Extra Bucks Modeling at the Studio, 

















Figure 6 a 
 
The Indian in Transition, 1978, acrylic on canvas, 98 2/5 x 326 4/5 inches. © Permission of Stan 
Somerville. 
 
Figure 6 b 
 






Figure 7 a 
 
 
Study for Indian in Transition, 1975, acrylic and graphite on ivory wove paper, 27 9/10 x 22 1/5 
inches. Collection National Gallery of Canada. Photo taken by author. © Permission of Stan 
Somerville. 
 




Study for Indian in Transition, detail. Photo taken by 





















































Alex Janvier, No One Understands Me, 1972, acrylic on canvas, 44 x 58 inches. © Alex Janvier. 



























Theatre Queue, 1962, oil on canvas board, 20 x 21 inches. Collection National Gallery of 





























Within the Lodge, 1983, acrylic on canvas, 36 x 27 ¾ inches. Reader’s Digest Art Collection. 















































































Genocide No. 1, 1971, acrylic on board, 24 x 29 9/10 inches. Collection National Gallery of 














Figure 20 a 
 
Canadian Museum of History, view of far right of The Indian in Transition. Photo taken by 











Figure 20 b 
 
 
Canadian Museum of History, view from left side of The Indian in Transition. Photo taken by 
author in February 2020. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
